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AndrewBarMLA
Deputy Chief Minister, ACT Government
GPO Box 1020

Canberra ACT 2601

Sir;

Re: Willianrsdale Airfield, ACT

I refer to the report titled "Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis" prepared by Deloitte Access
Economics, May 2011, of which you are in receipt. I wish to request that the ACT Government commit
$l '95 million to the establishment of Canberra's regional airfield, as outlined in that report,

The Williarnsdale Airfield report justifies the economic feasibility of establishing a second airfield for
Canberra on tlte basis of income fi'om renting light aircraft hangarage aud day visitors to the proposed
airfield. The proposal demonstrates that, after initial capital investment, the ongoing cash flow would bq
sustainable.

There is significant potential to maximise the ACT's commitment to ecologically sustainable buildings
through construction of aircraft hangars,.office space and a cottage with "gl'een" design that has rninimal
impact on the environment. The airfield would help re-establish light aircraft pilot trairring in the region
by providing a base for flight training schools that were forced to close down business at the Canberra
Airport.

Flom a pilot's perspective, the airfield is outside contlolled airspace, so this advantage opens up access to
many hundreds of rccreational pilots fi'orn interstate who would be able to fly in for day trips to Canberra

- so there are obvious flow-on benefits to those outside the ACT region.

Finally, please look at the enclosed article about a proposed regional airfield for Brisbane, rvhich has
government support. This has a sirnilar scope to the Williarnsdale Airfield, with the same focus on
ecologically sensitive enviiorunents.

It would be most astute for the ACT Government to commit the initial capital for Williamsdale Airfield,
given that it can be touted as a flagship regional project with long-term benefits for tourism as well as

being a model for sustainable developrnent.

Thankyou for your consideration.

Regards.
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>> Randal McFarlane

'\lA 
ustr afiab fir st' truly

green airport
And as any Brisbane Valley avlator will tell you, 09/27 are

the maglc numbers ln our area because when that South East

Queensland sea breeze comes ln, nothing else works quite as well.

The Lockyer Valley Regional Council enthuslastically supports

the proJect, but the council is not the developer. The new airport is

the bralnchild of Brisbane pilo7entrepreneur, Randal McFarlane,

owner of VNE Systems. Randal has been involved in aviatlon for
fian! /ears; He started his professlonal life as an RMF alr traffic

controller arrd has been lntimately connected with alrcraft and

flying ever since. Ratrclal is a director of the Australian Warbirds

Association. He ls a passionate supporter of anyone trying to turn

their dreanrs into reality. Five years ago, he went to the US to buy

a twin-engined Douglas 426 lrrvader and flew thls WW2 vlntage
a,l' 'k bonrber back across the Pacific to its new lronre at Archedielcl

hiL,alf. Beslcles the 426, Ranclal owns a Cessna 01 Bircl Dog

forwarcl air control aircraft ancl a Focl<e-Wulf FW 149D Lttftwaffe
(post war) tralning ancl cotrttrrunications plane. Thls imntaculately

nralntainecl Focke-Wulf was at the inaugural Gathering of Eagles

Fly-in at Watts Brlclge last Septenrber. lt is a fully aerobatic, four

seat, retractable nose-wlreel unclercarrlage, low wing, all metal

aircraft, powerecl by a Lyconring GO 48O nrotor developing 285hp.

Ranclal is so keenly lnvolved with vintage aircraft that he intends

opening an avlation nlusetlm at tlle new reglonal airport. Thete are

also plans for the Locltyer Valley Flying Club, a group which was pttt

out of business about a decacle ago whetr tlre University of Queens-
land closecl its alrfield at Gatton Cantpus, to re-establish itself at the

airport. The business entity Randal has lrtrt in place to establish the

airport is known as Lockyer Valley Regional Alrport Pty Ltd.

The proJect will be financed through the sale of 89 freeholct hangar

sites arrcl 14 "non-air" sites for aviatlon businesses' All land title will

be freeholc.t ancl the l'langar sltes will include 15 tnetres of apron park-

ing clirectly in front.
Tlrerc will be a buildingcovenant to ensure lntegrated and comple-

rnentary building clesigns, sizes ancl colour schenres. Tlre covenatrt

will exclucle resiclentlal accotnnrodation ancl will also nrandate tlrat all
actlvities ancl storage be dlrbctly related to avlatlon.

That nrearrs no yachts, no cluad bikes, football goal posts, excess

furrriture, etc. Witlt tlre establlslrrnent of this alrport, Ralldal is hoplng

to ellmlnate everythlng pilots ancl ollerators do not like about curreirt

GA,/RA-Aus airports, A professlonally run body cotporate will be set up

($:il r:ijiii:+.d.ildi.1i:i'|E-..Giin;*r::jr:riiri:rr:rl-!4.;..!"+a=t,..lii:l1.ifi'1,..i,t i::
to aclmlnlster all operatloiis, ancl allof the airport's ;will be

clemocratically lttcluded in the clecislott making llrocess.
The business will raise about $30 nrilllon tlirouglt tlre sale of alr'

port sites. Tlrat nteans each allottrterrt will sell for S3O0,O0O. Given

the perennial clissatisfaction of Archerfield owrlers and tenattts, the

threatenecl closttre of Heck Fielcl, ancl growillg lnterest in recreatiotral

aviation in the atea, there shottlcl be no shortage of interestecl buyers'

Alreacly plans are afoot to base a rescue chopper at the ailpolt'
a facility sorely lackittg ln Jatrttary last year when the Lockyer Valley

flooclecl with sttclt tragic conseqtlences. On the nratter of the floods,

lrowever, lt sltould be noted that the airport lancl was high and clry

rluring that everlt, so floocling is ttot seen as a probletn for llangars'

taxlways or runway.

The alrport will, of course, have lts own refuelling service' lt will

cater for both Recreatlonal and GA aircraft up to trormal charter cat-

egoiyi Howevel there ale no plans for schedulecl services, nralnly be-

caus6 of tlrc security heaclache that wottlcl bring. So ASIC cards will

not be requlrecl (how wonderful)' Probably, tltough, all aircraft will be

requircd to be radio ecluiPPecl.

The cleclsiott lras beetr tnade to exclude paraclluting and glidlng

operations, but with skycllvlng at nearqy Ripcord and gllding at Boo-

nah, tlrls ls not seen as much of a clisadvantage.
Lancling fees will apply for nott-owners but arc expectilcl to be rea'

sonable. A rigid fly-neighbourly pollcy will prevail: A (oocl rclationship
with the local community is a Prlority,

The alrport will also be chilclren-friendly wlth a playgrouncl alreacly

plantrecl. As well, tlre airporl. wlll also have otre of the tnost etrviron-

rnentally-aware operatiotrs policies ever clevised' Ranclal clescribes

tlre cJevelopnrent as Australia's first trtlly green aiqrort.
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Andrew Bau MLA
Deputy Chief Minister, ACT Govemment
GPO Box 1020

Canberra ACT 2601

Sir,

Re: Williamsclale Airfield, ACT

I refer to the report titled "Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis" prepared by Deloitte Access
Economics, May 2011, of which you are in receipt. I wish to request that the ACT Govelnment commit
$1.95 million to the establishment of Carrberra's regional airfield, as outlined hr that repoft.

The Williarnsdale Airfield report justifies the economic feasibility of establishing a second airfield for
Canberra on the basis of income fi'om renting light aircraft hangarage and day visitors to the proposed
airfield. The proposal demonstrates that, after initial capital investment, the ongoing caslr flow would bq
sustainable.

There is significant potential to maximise the ACT's commitment to ecologically sustainable buildings
through construction of aircraft hangars,.office space and a cottage with "glren" design that has rninimal
impact on the environment, The airfield would help re-establish light aircraft pilot training in the region
by providing a base for flight training schools that were forced to close down business at the Canberra
Airport.

From a pilot's perspective, the airfield is outside controlled aircpace, so this advantage opens up access to
tnany hundreds of recreational pilots fi'orn interstate who would be able to fly in for day trips to Canbera

- so there are obvious flow-on benefits to those outside the ACT region.

Finally, please look at the enclosed article about a proposed regional airfield for.Brisbane, which has
government support. This has a sirnilar scope to the Williarnsdale Airfield, witlr the sarne focus on
ecologically sensitive enviromnents.

It would be most astute for the ACT Government to commit the initial capital for Williamsdate Airfield,
given that it can be touted as a flagship regional project with long-term benefits for tourism as well as

being a model for sustainable developrnent.

Thankyou for your consideration,

Regards.

I
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Ne!,y Ai rport for
Brisbanb

he Brlsbane Valley ls gettlng a new regional alrport.
Strictly speaking, this airport ls ln the Lockyer Valley,
and the name of the new airport ls actuallythe Lockyer

Valley Re$lonal Airport.

But let's not split hairs; all roads lead to Rome and all creeks (as we
discovered much to our discomfort in January 2011) eventually lead to
the River City.
Situated half way between lpswlch and Toowoomba, only six or seven
minutes from Gatton, Laldley or Plainlands, and occupylng 123 hectares
of prlme land on the gently sloplng shores of Lake Clarendon (see
photo), this magniflcent new development has a 125O metre long, 3O
metre wlde, tar-sealed rut'lway polnting exactly east west.

l'E <t:,na'r dtt AT
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>> Randal McFarlane

'alA 
ustr alia's fir st' truly

green airport
And as any Brisbane Valley avlator will tell you, 09/27 are

the maglc numbers in our area because when that South East

Queensland sea breeze comes in, nothing else works quite as well.

The Lockyer Valley Regional Council enthuslastically supports

the proJect, but the council is not the developer. The new airport is

the bralnchild of Brlsbane pilot/entrepreneur, Randal McFarlane,

. owner of VNE Systems. Randal has been involved in avlatlon for
man! lears; He started his professional life as an RMF alr traffic
controller ancl has been lntimately connected with alrcraft and

flyin$ ever since. Randal is a director of the Australian Warbirds

Assoeiation, He is a ;:asslottate supporter of anyone trylng to turn

their dreanrs into reality. Five years ago, he went to the US to buy

a twin-engined Douglas 426 lnvader and flew thls WW2 vintage

an' ^k bontber baclt across the Pacific to its new honre at Archedield

lrrg^tlf. Besicles the A26, Ranclal owns a Cessna O1 Bircl Dog

forwarcl air corrtrol aircraft atrcl a Focke'Wttlf FW 149D Luftwaffe
(post war) tralning ancl conrnrunicatiotrs plane. This intntaculately

malntainecl Focke-Wttlf was at tlre inaugural Gathering of Eagles

Fly{n at Watts Bricl(e last Septenrber. lt is a fully aerobatic, four

seat, retractable nose'wlreel unclercarrlage, low wing, all metal

aircraft, powerecl by a Lyconring GO 48O ntotor developing 285hp.

Ranclal is so keenly involved with vlntage aircraft that he intends

openingl an aviation musetlm at the new regional airport. There are

also plans for the Lockyer Valley Flying Club' a gloup wltich was put
. out of busfuiess about a decacle ago when tlre University of Queens-

lanrl closecl its alrfield at Gattott Canrpus, to re-establish itself at the

airport. The business entity Randal has pttt in place to establlsh the

airport is known as Lockyer Valley Regional Alrport Pty Ltd.

Tlre proJect will be financed thrcugh the sale of 89 freeholcl hangar

sites ancl 14 "non-air" sites for avlatlott lruslttesses. All land title wlll

be freeholcl ancl the harrgar sites will lnclude 15 nretres of apron park'

lng clirectly in front.
Therc will be a builclin! covellant to ensurc lntegrated and comple'

mentary builclin( clesigtts, sizes atrcl colour schenres. Tlre covenant

will exclude residentlal acconrnrodation and will also nmndate that all

activities ancl storage be dirbctly rclated to avlatlon.

That nrearrs no yachts, no cluad bikes, football goal;:osts, excess

furrriture, etc. Witlt the establislrment of this alrport, Rattdal is hoplng

to ellmlrrate everythlng pilots ancl opelators clo not lil<e about curreirt

GAr/RA-Aus airports, A professionally run body cotporate will lre set up

b,a=i'ffiuGitii;'ijtT5iidfii=,.;ilhx-iitf,iiittiffi5'il3gi.ij'dr;f"'fiii'i'ij;
denrocratlcally lttcluded in the clecislotr tnalting 1:rocess.

The business will ralse abotrt $30 ntillion tlirough the sale of alr-

port sites. That nreans each allotntent will sell for $3o0,000. Glvetr

the perennlal clissatisfaction of Archerfield owners and tenatrts, the

thrcatenecl closute of Heck Fielcl, and growing lnterest in recreational

aviatiott ltt tlre atea, tlrere shottlcl be no shortage of interestecl buyers'

Already plans are afoot to base a rescue chopper at the airport'

a facility sorely lacking ln Janttary last year when the Lockyer Valley

flooclecl with sttch tragic consecltlences' On the ntattel of the floods'

however, lt should be notecl that tlre airport lancl was high and clry

during that event, so flooclittg is rrot seen as a 1:roblem for lranSars'

taxlways or runway,

The alrport wlll, of course, have its own tefuelling service. lt will

cater for both Recreatlonal and GA aircraft up to nortnal clrarter cat-

egoiy, Howevel there are no plans for schedttlecl services, malnly be-

caus6 of the securlty lreaclache that woulcl bring. So ASIC cards will

not be requlrecl (how wonderful). Probably, tltough, all aircraft will be

required to be radio equiPPed.

The cleclsion lras beetr nrade to exclude paracl'luting and glicllng

operations, but with skycllvlng at neaIQy Ripcord and gllding at Boo-

nalr, tlrls ls not seetr as muclr of a disadvantage.
Lancling fees will apply for nolt-owners but ate expectilrl to be rea-

sonable. A rigicl fly-neighbourly pollcy wlll prevail: A good rclatlonslrip
witlr the local comnrunity is a prlority.

The alrport will also be chilclren-friendly wltlt a playgrouncl alreacly

plannecl. As well, the airporl. wlll also have one of the rnost etrviron-

nrentally-aware operatiolls policies ever devisecl. Ranclal clesct'ibes

tlre cJeveloptnent as Australia's ,i[st trtlly green ailrort'



I news.

New Airport for
Brisbane contud.

It wlll have solar lightlng, solar power and tank water systelns for
every bulldltrg. The sewerage system will employ blo-cycle technology
and be completely hrdependent of council lnfrastructure. The only
outslcle servlce connecUons will be for three phase power ancl NBN
cornnrunlcatlons.

The airport (runway centrt, is located 2To 30, 5L,52" S, tE2" 22,
01.86" E. To get there, drive up the Warrego Highway from Brisbane
and, Just after Plainlands, turn rlght at the Big Orange onto Lake Clar-
endon Way, then right agaln onto maln Green Swamp Road. The alr-
portwill be on your rlght. Well done, Randal McFailane, and good luck
wlth this wonderful proJect. b$'

LOCKYER VALLEY, NEXTTO IAKE CLARENpON I
27" 30', 51.52" S, L52. 22' 01.96" E

ISEAIED WITH PARATLEL GRASS STRTP

89 FOR HANGARS, 14 FOR COMMERCE

i.if,.srr.ro.r h,. -+
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Andrew Barr MLA
DEPUTY CHIEF MINISTER

TREASURER

MINISTER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTER FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING

MINISTER FOR TOURISM, SPORT AND RECREATION

000164

MEMBER FoR MoLoNGLo

Dear'

I am writing with regard to the request from the Canberra Region Aviators
Association (CRAA) for ACT Government support for the establishment of a general
aviation airfield at Williamsdale.

As you are aware, earlier this year the ACT Govemment commissioned Deloitte
Access Economics to examine the financial and economic viability of a dedicated
general aviation (GA) airfield in the Canberra region. The report, Williamsdale
Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis, has now been finalised and will shortly be released on
the Economic Development Directorate website - I have included a copy for your
information.

The study has determined that there is a relatively strong demand for an airfield at
Williamsdale among the ACT aviation community, as is evidenced by the
assumptions regarding a positive revenue return from year one of the project and

strong growth in patronage over the first three years.

The Deloitte Access report also notes, however, that while the project's internal rate
of refurn is positive (at around 5 per cent per arurum), it is not sufficient to attract
private sector investment, particularly in light of the estimated establishment costs

(including land acquisition) for the development of around $1.95 million.

Unfortunately, based on this analysis, the Govemment has decided against providing
financial support for the project.

Although the report focuses on Williamsdale as a GA site, there may be opportunities
to obtain a suitable site for a private development in NSW. I am hopeful that public
release of the Deloitte Access report may act as a stimulus for such a development.

ACT Lrersurrvr AssrMglv

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2501 GPO Box 1020, Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 6205 0011 Fax (02) 6205 OL57 Email barr@act.gov.au
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' I would Iike to tbank you for raising this matter with me and I wish you every success
shouldthe CRAA choose to continueto pursue this initiative.

Yours sincerely

a/**' AndrewBarMLA
Minister for Economic Development

- 6 ocT znfl
cc: 

t

\,

,v
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Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis
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Glossary
CASA

ctA

CRAA

GA

HECS

RA.AUS

SQM

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

Canberra lnteinationat Airport

Canberra Regional Aviators Association

Generalaviation

Higher Education Contrlbution Scheme (a deferred fee
scheme)

Recreational Aviation Australia

1

a
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Executive Summary
The ACT Government commissioned Deloitte Access Economics to examine the financial
and economic viability of a dedicated general aViation (GA) airfield in the Canberra region.

The airfield would comprise a 1000 metre grass runway, without lighting, with a paved

engine run-up area and refuelling facilities. The proposed site for the airfield is located at
Williamsdale fiust north of the existing township) and would be primarily for recreational
GA activities and emergency services.

Currently, the only facility in the region is Canberra lnternational Airport (ClA). The nearest
alternatives are Goulburn and Cooma (Polo Flat). CIA provides high.-spec infrastructure for
commercial aircraft and a high level of airport security. The strong demand for the
available land at CIA causes services (such as hangars) to be less affordable for recreational
users. Air traffic control procedures at CIA require a high level of certification and
equipment further adding to the complexity of using CIA for general and recreation
aviation. A facility at Williamsdale would fill a niche in the region and provide a more
simplified and less costly facility, using lower-valued land. Being outside controlled
airspace, it is also more amenable to training novices.

Williamsdale demand survey

Deloitte Access Economics distributed a survey to local and interstate pilots to help
determine the potential demand for a dedicated GA airfield in Canberra airfield located at
Williamsdale. The survey was sent to Canberra and local area VH registered pilots and

forwarded through RecreationalAviation Australia (RA-Aus) and Canberra RegionalAviators
Australia (CRAA).

The survey focussed on determining the potential usage of the airfield from local and

interstate pilots, the demand for hangars and grasi parking and other facilities that would'
be required at the airfield to encourage patronage.

ln total L75 unique survey responses were received, 107 from the ACT and local
' surrounding area and 68 from interstate respondents. Response rates are difficult to

determine as some aviators may be members of both CRAA and RA-Aus, or have a VH-

registered and RA-Aus registered aircraft. That noted, the number of responses was

encouraging, given the usual level of responses received from mail-out surveys.

lndicatively, around half of all potential users of the new airfield responded. Many survey
respondents also made positive and encouraging comments about the proposed airfield.

Of the 107 local survey responses received, 69 (or 64%) indicated that they would be

interested in locating their aircraft at Williamsdale Airfield in a private hangar, leasing a

T-hangar or using grass parking facilities. The anticipated demand gives potential revenue
of around $133,000 per annum when all 69 aircraft are located at the airfield, which would
be expected to occur around the third year of operation, assuming a gradual takeup.

Respondents were also asked to identify potential facilities they would require at the
airfield. The main facilities and services identified were maintenance, training and an aero

club, with other facilities including general amenities, fuel, private hire, rental cars and

lighting also cited.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence
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Several survey respondents indicated an interest in setting up a business at the airfield, to
provide maintenance or training or both.

Proposed model.

The proposed model for the Williamsdale Airfield is for the ACT Government to provide
initial seed funding that would be used to purchase the land and establish the airfield.
Once operational, the revenue generated from the airfield would be used to maintain,
administer and improve facilities.over time, without needing on-going ACT Government
support. Given the limited role. of Government once the airfield is constructed, the
management of the airfield would require the establishment of a Board, possibly on an
honorary basis, which would be responsible for oversight, with day to day management and
administration u ndertaken by a.caretaker.

ln order to reduce expenses for the airfield, a business model could be used where a live-
on-site caretaker is responsible for various tasks. A similar business model is used at
airfields such as Wedderburn. lt is envisaged that a semi-retired caretaker would be
sought, to live on site rent free, where they could be provided with a basic two bedroom
cottage, maintenance shed and paid a notional salary of (indicatively) S1O,OOO per annum.
The primary role of the caretaker would include conducting security ruhs in the evening
around the airfield, some administration tasks, and general maintenance such as grass

. cutting.

Cost benefit analysis

The expected return of the Williamsdale Airfield over the L5 years to 2026 is 5.0% on a
stand alone basis, and 11.9% when economic returns to the ACT are included (see Table i).
Additional revenue under the economy wide scen.ario includes visitor spending and
consumer surplus.

The cost benefit analysis assumes an initiat investment from the ACT Government to
construct a grass runway and associated infrastructure such as fencing, electrical works,
road work, caretaker cottage, T-hangars, fuel facilities and basic aero club facilities,
totalling around $t.SS million. The subsequent administration and operational costs are
assumed to be covered through aircraft and commercial leasing revenue collected by the
airfield management.

Under the base case, positive cashflows are generated for the airfield in the first full year of
operations (assumed tobe2012, forthe purposes of the modelling). On a cashflow basis
the airfield breaks even in 2025, four years earlier in 2O2L when the returns to the ACT
economy are taken into account. The ability to be cash-flow-positive in the first full year of
operations is an indication of the strong response to the demand survey conducted by
Deloitte Access Economics.

The modelling result includes the construction of T-hangars to house an additional 80
aircraft over the period to 2026, totalling around $t.SS million in construction costs, funded
through revenue generated from the airfield.

The demand for the shared T-hangar concept was especially strong. This would drive the
vast bulk of the airfield's revenues. ln essence, the main focus of the airfield business
would be in T-hangar leasing. lndeed, in the early years, there is likely to be a waiting list

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence
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for space in a T-hangar and the cost of each additional tranche of T-hangar space could be

finan'ced by borrowing against pre-commitments made by users entering leases for
T-hangar space 'off the plan' before building commences.

Table i: Revenue and expense ($,000) - Williamsdale Airfield

2026

1558
183

721 t66 259 334 392 446 494

49 49 250 237 198 186 L67

Willio msdole Airfield only
Revenue'
Expenses 1951

Net revenue
Cumulative

-7951
-7951

72 717 I 97
-7879 -7668 -7777 -7637

194
-1283

259
-807

327 1i75
-789 1521

\.-
Economy wide impacts
Revenue
Expenses 1951

775
49

253
49

385
250

501
237

591 674
198 185

747 1838
L67 183

Net revenue
Cumulotive

-7951 126 204
-7951 -1825 -7458

265 39i 487
-874 -744 779

135
-1329

580
1886

1555
4142

\.

Note: 2026 revenue includes terminal value of land and T-hangars

ln addition to airfield revenue, the Williamsdale Airfield will generate a number of short
and long term employment opportunities. lt is estimated 17 full time equivalent positions

would be generated during the construction phase. ln addition, any commercial enterprise
at the airfield would generate employment on an ongoing basis, possibly in the order of 10
people working in maintenance and training positions based at the airfield.

The construction of Williamsdale Airfield will have a number of linkages with the ACT and

interstate economies, therefore, some of the employment generated during the
construction phase may be lost interstate. Given the relative size of the ACI-, should 60% of
the employment benefits be captured in the ACT, 10 full time positions would be generated

from the construction phase.

Key success factors

ln order for the Williamsdale Airfield to establish itself and generate the level of demand to
ensure it can operate on a stand alone basis, a number of key factors have been identified:

. The airfield is capable of being cash-flow-positive in its first full year of operation,
. provided it is adequately capitalised, so that it has critical mass.

o Building T-hangars as part of the first tranche of development.

' The high demand for this type of hangarage service will help give the airfield
scale and provide revenue from day one. Based on the demand survey, a 20-
berth T-hangar could be fully subscribed on the day of opening, and a second
20-berth T-hangar could be leased 'offthe plan'soon after.

r Building a caretaker cottage and hiring a part-time / semi-retired caretaker to
provide low-cost security and general maintenance of the airfield will help to
minimise operational costs.

o Leveraging private investment where possible. For example, a fuel supplier may pay

for the installation of the fuelling facility.
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Partnering with the training and aircraft maintenance businesses that have expressed
interest so these can commence immediately (or soon after) the airfield is built.
Again, to help create some scale and provide anchor tenants soon after opening.

Procuring one or two basic rental cars (perhaps operated by the aero club) to base at'
the airfield for use by visiting aviators to ensure the ACT is able to capture the
additional economic benefits from interstate visitors.
u Travel volume to and from Williamsdale will be too low for a public transport

solution. Having one or two basic vehicles available for rent helps to address
the distance of the airfield from Canberra for visiting pilots.

Providing facilities whereby the airfield could potentially be used as a base for aerial
fire fighting in the future.

' Although it is not expected that an aerial fire-fighting base would be relocated
to the Williamsdale site in the short term, it provides an alternative runway for
'on-demand' fire fighting should it be required, and over time as facilities are
improved the site may be revisited as a possible aerial fire fighting base. This
would require the appropriate facilities for basing fire fighting aircraft at the
site including a facility to mix retardant, fuel and geheral aviation facilities.

. The economic benefit the airfield would generate for the community by
providing these additional fire fighting facilities is difficult to determine,
however, by their very nature, fire fighting services can provide very high
benefits during infrequent events, so assessing 'average annual benefits'will
depend on the frequency (probability) and severity of future fire events. The
Williamsdale Airfield could assist in fighting fires by providing a facility closer to
the south of Canberra for fire fighting aircraft to use if required, potentially
reducing the response times for fires in the surrounding area, in particular for
regions which are difficult to access by road, and as a back up if visibility at ClA,
Cooma or Goulburn is affected by smoke.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted and showed that the key parameters are the
aircraft capture rate, capital qxpenditure and aircraft leasing charges.
. The no survey bias results assume that the capture rate of 64% of GA aircraft is

reflective of aircraft which were not included in the survey analysis, and forms
the base case of the analysis. The survey bias (or'non-response'bias) scenario
assumes that those who did not respond to the survey are less likely to use the
williamsdale Airfield. The sensitivity assumes that the proportion of non-
responses that will use the airfield is half those that responded, that is 34%
capture rate. Under this scenario the return falls by around 2.O%to 2.gZ%.

' lf initial construction costs are 10% higher than expected the return is 3.4L%, a
fall of 7.60%. Shoutd aircraft leasing charges be 70% less than expected the
estimated return would fall by 1.3L%to3.69%.

Deloitte Access Economics
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L lntroduction
Deloitte Access Economics was commissioned by the Department of Land and Property

Services to assess the financiat viability of a dedicated general aviation (GA) airfield in the

Canberra region. The proposed site for the airfield is located at Williamsdale fiust north of

the existing township) and woutd be primarily for recreational GA activities and emergenry

services.

A core aim of this exercise is to inform the Government on the potential demand for a

dedicated GA airfield in Canberra and the ability for the airfield to operate on a stand alone

basis. ln addition the analysis includes an assessment of the potential economic benefits to

the ACTfrom an airfield at Williamsdale.

Policy context

Currently, the only airfield in the region is Canberra lnternationalAirport (ClA). The nearest

alternatives are Goulburn and Cooma (Polo Flat). CIA provides high-spec infrastructure and

security designed for commercial aircraft, making it less affordable for recreational users.

The air traffic control procedures at CIA also require a high level of certification and

equipment. A facility at Williamsdale would fill a niche in the region and provide a more

simplified and less costly facility. Being outside controlled airspace has advantages for

training novices.

Due to the legal mechanism for obtaining the land needed for a new airfield at the

prpposed site, and to raise capital for the initial infrastructure works given the legal

restrictions over the tenure of that site, it limits the options for private sector involvement,

and requires Government involvement in both the acquisition and first stage of

development of the aiffield. Once established, however, it is envisaged that the airfield

would becoming self-sustaining, and could be operated on a stand-alone basis without

requiring ongoing resources from Government.

A cost benefit analysis has been conducted to determine whether or not the full economic

costs of the Williamsdale Airfield are outweighed by its full economic benefits - that is,

whether the project has a net benefit for society as a whole.

Report structure

Section 2 provides a background and considers the need for a dedicated GA airfield in the

Territory. Sections 3 and 4 summarise the consultation process and survey results. Section

5 discusses the proposed mode! for the Williamsdale Airfield and Sections 5 andT detail the

cost benefit and sensitivity analysis'
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2 Background

2.L Demand for a general aviation airfield in
Canberra

The demand for a GA airfield in Canberra has arisen partly due to there being only one
aviation facility in the ACT available for both commercial aircraft such as eantas, and
smaller recreational GA aircraft. Given the commercial demands on ClA, priority is naturally
given to the large commercial aircraft using airport facilities, which can lead to delays in
take off for recreational GA aircraft as well as more freQuent holding patterns. This can
potentially limit the actual flight time available to recreational pilots and flight training
aircraft.

Controlled airspace also imposes restrictions with only certain pilot licenees and aircraft
able to use CIA facilities. As a result, many Canberra residents with M-Aus pilot licenses
and particular recreational aircraft are required to use airport facilities located outside of
Canberra airspace, for example Goulburn or polo Ftat.

The cost and availability of hangar space for GA aircraft at the CIA have also been identified
as potential barriers to Canberra pilots using the airport. The 2009 CIA Masterplan notes
that'Commonweolth Government-imposed aviotion security requirements ot major airports
have unfortunotely imposed o significant cost ond inconvenience burden on reqeotionat GA
operotions'. These cost pressures may also be partly responsible for the closure of flight
schools in the region.

Responses to Deloitte Access Economics' Williamsdale demand survey (discussed further in
Section 4) indicated a cost of around 59,500 for the use of a hangar and S1,7OO for grass
parking at the ClA. These costs are considerably higher relative to costs proposed of
around SZ,ISO for space in a T-hangar at Williamsdale. lt is noted though that the facilities
at the CIA are superior to those that would be constructed at Williamsdale, for example
befter quality runways and security, which would be partly reflected in the leasing costs.

These cost pressures and restrictions imposed on GA aircraft support the construction of an
additional airfield focussed on the GA sector. .A facility at Williamsdale would aim to
address the demand for the local non-commercial aviation sector, allowing access to all
RA-AUS aircraft and licence types and provide an area with less congested airspace and
flight restrictions compared to the ClA.

A facility at Williamsdale would also free up capacity and land at Cl& which could be put to
other (possibly higher-valued) uses. Even so, the Williamsdale facility would also provide
some competitive pressure on ClA, to the benefit of those people who wish to continue
locating their general aviation aircraft at clA once williamsdale is built.
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2.2 Previous studies

2.2.L Assessment of Williamsdale site

Any dedicated GA airfield in Canberra would need to consider the operations of the ClA, the
benefit of repticating aviation facilities in the region and how the two airfields could

operate together so as not to adversely affect the operations of either. The 2009 CIA

Masterplan stated that the airport 'does not oppose the development of such o fociliU
(secondary airfield in the ACT), provided its locotion and operotions do not interfere in ony

way with the current and future operotions of Canberro Airport and do not direct aircroft

noise over residential areos of Conberra ond .the region'.

ln 2004, a study was conducted by Airport Technical Seruices into the suitability of
Williamsdale as a location for a dedicated GA Airfield. The report, Williomsdole GA oirfield
proposal - assessment of operational feosibility, considered the features of the airfield,

surrounding landscape and prevailing wind conditions. Their conclusion was that a 1000

metre grass runway for genera! aviation would be suitable for single engine and, with some

restrictions, light twin engine aircraft.

The subsequent analysis has relied on this study and Deloitte Access Economics has not

conducted any further assessment of the technical design of the proposed airfield site and

operationa I cha racte ristics.

2.2.2 Access Economics 2010 preliminary analysis

ln 2OLO, Access Economics conducted a scoping study anatysing the potential for a

secondory oirfietd focility in Conberro. The report assessed the potential demand in the

region relative to other airfields, with consideration given to the local demographic and

income distributions, and overallgrowth in the aviation sector.

The report demonstrated that there is potential (unmet) demand for a dedicated GA

airfield. Around 30 to 40 aircraft are currently located at ClA, however, there are 850 pilots

in the ACT that hold aviation qualifications and around 200 aircraft registered to owners in

the Territory. This suggests that the majority of aircraft currently registered to ACT pilots

are operated from airfields outside of the region.

The report also concludes that based on the preliminary financial analysis, a dedicated GA

airfield is unlikely to be commercially vidble, potentially generating only a small positive

return. Given such returns, other .ownership models would need to be assessed,

particularly related to the not-for-profit sector.

The preliminary nature of the analysis was such that a more detailed assessment was

required to better understand the level of demand for the airfield from private aircraft
operators, flying schools and other aviation related businesses that may be likely to
establish operations on the site. ln addition, refinement of the cost estimates for the
development of the project, ongoing operational expenditures and appropriate governance

models would be needed.
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This cost benefit analysis builds on the previous studies by conducting a more in defih
analysis of the financial viability and operation of the airfie!4 and its economic impact on
the ACT. ln particular, a mail-out survey was conducted to obtain a more accuiate
understanding of demand for the new alrfield.

^r
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3 Consultations
ln addition to a survey of local aviators, a number of consultations and discussions were
held with various parties to determine any additional demand for a GA airfield, including
the potentialfor a flight school to be located at Williamsdale, and identify any key issues or
concerns that-would need to be addressed in establishing a secondary airfield in Canberra.

A summary of the consultations is provided below.

Flight school

Currently all states except the ACT and Northern Territory offer a flight program at
university. Previously students were required to cover fees for these courses at the time
they were taken, however, students are now able to defer course costs, similar to a HECS

scheme. This is conducted through universities as they are classified as a registered training
organisation (RTO), a requirement to access the deferred fee structure. This gives

universities an advantage relative to private sector flight schools whose students may not
be able to access the scheme, such as those previously operated by Brindabella Airlines. ln
addition, the ability to offer accommodation to students is seen as a key part of attracting
students both from interstate and internationally. This has seen demand for flight training
courses offered at universities increase considerably over the last couple of years.

The University of Canberra is currently exploring the possibility of establishing a flight
school and would consider the Williamsdale site as a potential location. The airfield would
be used in conjunction with the CIA so as to provide training both in and out of controlled
airspace. The university is, however, in the preliminary stages and it is yet to be

determined whether a flight school would fit within their educationalframework.

There may also be potential demand for a flight school from international and local

studehts. For example, Tuggeranong College has a flight course with around 50 students,
and in the future Gungahlin College will also offer a flight course. However, once these
courses are complete there is no real prospect of furthering this in Canberra through
practical application in flight training schools.

Canberra previously catered for around six flight schools which indicates there is demand in
the ACT for a flight school to operate, if a fit-for-purpose airfield was available. However, as

a result of Brindabella Airlines ceasing its flight school operations in 2010, Canberra no

longer has a flight school operating in the region. The closure of various flight schools may

be partly due to increased costs of operating in the region.

A less costly option of operating out of Williamsdale may encourage others to operate new
flight schools and could help establish the airfield and encourage patronage. lndeed two
survey respondents expressed an interest in operating a flight school at Williamsdale
shoutd the airfield be approved.

Deloitte Access Economics
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Commercial tenants

ln addition to a flight school, other commercial tenants, such as aircraft maintenance,
would help to establish the airfield and provide additional facilities which could encourage
a higher level of patronage. Any commercial tenant would need an appropriate level of
demand at the airfield in order for it to be a viable business opportunity. For exampte, an
aircraft maintenance employee would be required for every 2Oto25 serviced aircraft. With
around 37% of local survey respondents indicating they would like to have maintenance
services located at the Williamsdale Airfield, demand for these types of services does
appear to be strong. lnitially it may be warranted to offer reduced rental charges for
commercial tenants until the level of demand is sufficient to support these businesses.

Commercial tenants are important to the development of the airfield as they provide an
anchor tenant. Anchor tenants would assist in generating confidence regarding the long
term viability of the airfield and may attract additional aviators to relocate GA aircraft to
Williamsdale.

Commercial tenants are also a key source of revenue. This additional revenue can assist
cover maintenance, administration and improvements to the airfield over time and help to
limit fees paid by pilots, which in turn can encourage patronage. Once the airfield is more
established and the level of patronage more certain, other commercial tenants may atso be
attracted to the airfield, with one survey respondent indicating they would be interested in
commencing a sky diving operation from Williamsdale.

Fire fighting

Appropriate aerial fire fighting facilities provide an invaluable asset to the ACT during fire
events, particularly in regions which are difficult to access by road. Mountainous regions
around Canberra, and indeed near Williamsdale, are areas that would benefit from aerial
assistance in the event of a fire. The NSW Rural Fire Service could also make occasional use
of the facility, and some of the fires they prevent in NSW could benefit the ACT, and the
facility could further promote coordination between the ACT and NSW aerial capabilities.

After the 2003 Canberra fires the Mcleod review, A Nation Chorred: lnquiry into the Recent
Australian Bushfires, was conducted and produced a number of recommendations for the
ACT's emergency services and fire fighting operations. One of the recommendations
referred to aerial water bombing:

Aerial bombing should remain a copobility used in the ACT during bushfires,
with porticular emphasis on using the oircraft for water bombing as on
immediate response-as soon as fires are detected. This should be bocked up
by the use of ground crews.

On a day to day basis aerial fire fighting assets are not required and indeed provide limited
benefits. By their very nature, fire fighting services can provide very high benefits during
infrequent events, so assessing 'average annual benefits'will depend on the frequency
(probability) and severity of future fire events. However, the immediate response of these
aircraft, particularly during potentially catastrophic conditions and bad fire seasons, can
provide a significant benefit to the community and ground crews by containing fires and
assisting in controlling established fires. The Williamsdale Airfield could assist in fighting
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fires by providing a facility closer to the south of Canberra for fire fighting aircraft to use if
required, potentially reducing the response times for fires in the surrounding area.

The economic benefit the airfield would generate for the community by providing these
additional fire fighting facilities is difficult to determine, however the Western Australian
Government submission to the 2003 Mcleod bushfire review estimated a significant
benefit from using fixed wing aircraft

For the 200243 seoson additionot aircrofi were required ond two odditionol
Dromader fixed wing aircroft ond two helitonkers were deployed. lt was soid
that the fixed wing oircraft 'proved yet ogain to be of major benefit in
supporting ground forces in containing small fires. These oircraft were
particulorly effective in restricting initioting wildfires within forest fuels and' 
heathtand fuels'. The helitankers were used extensively for osset protection in
the urban bushlond interfoce around Perth. The Department estimated thot
this deployment of fixed wing aircraft ond helitonkers, which cost in the order
of 5L.5 million,'resulted in sovings of $a0 million in ossets ond suppression
costs.

Given the benefit to the community is partly dependent on the speed at which aircraft are
able to respond to fires, additional airfield facilities for use and storage of fire fighting
aircraft located around the ACT would help ensure fire fighting crews have the ability to act
quickly in regions in south Canberra and areas over the border in New South Wales.

An airfieldllocated at Williamsdale could potentially be used as an 'on demand' base for
aerial fire fighting, with a grass runway sufficient for most of fire fighting fixed wing aircraft.
The airfield also provides an alternative runway for fire fighting aircraft should CIA or other
GA airfields in Cboma and Goulburn not be available for any reason, such as smoke at those
other locations causing poor visibility.

Over time as facilities are improved at the airfield the site could establish a commitment
from the rural fire services to base aerial fire fighting at Williamsdale. This would require
appropriate facilities for fire fighting aircraft to use the site including a facility to mix
retardant, fuel and general aviation facilities. The rural fire service currently has fixed wing
aircraft at the ClA, aircraft on call for emergencies and two helicopters located at newly
built facilities in Hume.

As well as protecting assets (such as avoiding houses and powerlines from being destroyed)
there may be, in rare catastrophic fire events, the ability for an improved aerial capability to
save lives. lt is difficult to speculate about the extent to which an additional airfield at
Williamsdale could reduce future fire-related fatalities, but this additional capability at
Williamsdale is likely to result in a non-zero (though small) probability of reducing future
fiie-related fatalities, and a higher probability of reducing future fire-related damage to
assets. A dollar value reflecting this benefit has not been included in the coit-benefit
analysis, but is noted as potential upside, due to the increased aerial fire-fighting flexibility
provided by an additional airfield in the ACT.

it-
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Airfield registratio4

The Williamsdale Airfield would need to be registered with the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA) and be required to meet Manual of Standard (MOS) Part 139. MOS Part
139 standards. were designed to ensure aerodrome facilities provide and maintain
environments that are safe for aircraft operations. The standards set out the regulatory
regime for aerodromes used by aeroplanes conducting air transport, and would require the
aerodrome to be Audited on occasions.

The previous assessment conducted by Airport Technical Services found tha! after
discussions with CASA, the proposed 1000 metre runway would be suitable for the range of
aircraft that would be expected to use the facility.

Recent and future developments 1

The airfietd needs to consider any recent and future developments, particularly as it is
located close to the ACT/ New South Wales border, and the potential for aerial fire fighting
to be based at the airfield. Given the proximity of the proposed airfield site to the New
South Wales border, any future developments within New South Wales in close proximity
to the airfield need to be assessed in order to determine whether they encroach on the
obstacle limitation surface (OLS), and to limit any issues with noise over residential
developments. The OLS was analysed in the previous assessment of the Williamsdale site in
2004, however any new proposals and developments since then would need to be
considered.
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4 Williamsdale Airfield survey
Deloitte Access Economics distributed a survey to local and interstate pilots to help
determine the potential demand for a dedicated GA airfield located at Williamsdale, and to
inform various parameters in the modelling. The survey was sent'to Canberra and local

area VH registered pilots, as obtained from the CASA registry listings, and forwarded
through RA-Aus to its members and through CRAA.

The survey focussed on the potential usage of the airfield from local and interstate pilots,
the demand for hangars and grass parking and other facilities that would be required at the
airfield to encourage patronage.

Given that not all aircraft owners responded to the survey and the potential for various
pilots to have been missed in the survey mail out, the responses are a useful guide as to the
lower bound of demand from the recreational GA community.

A copy of the survey is attached in Appendix B.

4.1 Survey results

4.1.L Pilot qualification

Surveys were distributed to 116 VH registered aircraft owners, aiound 80 CRAA members
and around 100 RA-Aus members in the ACT region. The survey was also posted on some
aviation websites. ln total 175 unique survey responses were received, L07 from the ACT
and local surrounding area and 68 from interstate respondents (see Table 4.1). Response
rates are difficult to determine as some aviators may be members of both CRAA and RA-

Aus, or have a VH-registered and RA-Aus registered aircraft. That noted, the number of
responses was encouraging, given the usual level of responses received from mail out
surveys. lndicatively, around half of all potential users of the Williamsdale Airfield
responded.

The responses were predominantly from pilots who have completed a private pilots licence
(PPL)through CASA or who had a VH registered aircraft, accounting for 67% of responses.
RA-AUS registered pilots accounted for 33% of responses with six survey responses
received from pilots operating gliders.

Table 4.1: Survey response distribution

\-

Certification Local lnterstate Total
VH
RA-AUS

Glider
Not provided

t07
57
6
5

44
23

L
0

63
34

5
5

Total
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4.1..2 Aircraft ownership and usage

Around 70o/o, ot 124 respondents, indicated that they either owned or were part of a

syndicate which owned an aircraft (see Table 4.2). The aircraft were made up of 72 VH
registered aircraft, 42 RA-AUS aircraft and 5 gliders.

Table 4.2: Aircraft ownership

Yes No

Ownership

Part share Not provided Total
Local
lnterstate

55
47

5
L

7

4
29
15

to7
68

Total L75

On average, respondents indicated that they flew 57 times per annum for a total of 82
hours. Survey responses show that VH registered aircraft flew an average of seven flights
and 23 more hours per annum compared to RA-AUS aircraft (see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Aircraft usage per annum

1745113

Aircraft registration Flights Hours

VH
RA.AUS

Ail

s9
52
57

Note: figures exclude a survey response which indicated an average of 1000 flights and 500 hours offlight time
per annum. Average number of flights and flight time including the response were 63 and 85 respectively.

4.L.3 Potential demand

The primary aim of the survey was to help determine the level of demand for a dedicated
GA airfield in the Canberra region. As such, respondents were asked whether they would
use an airfield located at Williamsdale, if they would store their aif-craft at the airfield and
what facilities they would require.

Of the l0T localsurvey responses received,69 indicated that theywould be interested in
either building a hangar for an aircraft, leasing a T-hangar or grass parking. Table 4.4 below
shows the level of demand for each storage and parking facility identified in the survey, the
annual cost and potential revenue associated with each.

Table 4.4: Potential airfield usage and revenue per annum

89
66
82

Grass parking

Large 15m Small l2m
Hangar parking

Large 15m Smalll2m
T-hangar Total

Cost
Demand
Revenue

sTso s6so $l,zso S1,5oo
L9 20

$32,37s 53o,ooo

$2,750
24 59

s66,ooo $132,700

15
$zso s3,s7s

The demand from survey responses gives potential annual revenue of 5133,000 when the
69 aircraft are located at the airfield, which is expected to occur in the third year operation,
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assuming a T-hangar is leased for $2,750 per annum. An increase in the T-hangar leasing

costs to S3,OO0 per annum would see revenue increase to around 5137,000 assuming

T-hangars for 24 of the 69 aircraft, with the remainder parked on grass.

The T-hangar concept appears to be particularly popular. A key success factor for the new

airfield will be to construct a T-hangar as part of the first tranche of development. Such a

T-hangar is likely to fill with tenants very quickly, and will give the new airfield some

'traction' by ensuring a large number of aircraft are based at the new airfield soon after

opening.

The level of demand identified through the survey needs to be considered alongside the

tevelof non-response. The survey responses from local pilots indicated around 64%would

use the airfield to store their aircraft. The base case assumes the level of demand for pilots

who did not respond to the survey is reflective of survey results, that is, there is no non-

response bias. This is considered further in the sensitivity analysis.

A dedicated airfield in Canberra for recreational GA aircraft may also help to attract a

number of new visitors with various interstate survey responses indicating that they would

use the Williamsdale Airfield. Some respondents noted that they do not currently use the

CIA due to high costs of parking and that the CIA can be difficult to use. ln total, the suruey

results indicated an average of six flights to Williamsdale Airfield per annum or around 340

interstate aircraft landings per annum. This could be assumed as a lower bound given

other VH and RA-AUS aircraft which did not respond to the survey may also use the

facilities once up and running.

Respondents were also asked to identifu potential facilities they would require at the

' airfield. Table 4.5 shows a count of the number of responses identifiTing each type of

facility or service, with most respondents noting more than one facility.

Table 4.5: Potential airfield facilities

Fuel Maintenance Aero club Training Accommodation Other

Local

lnterstate
15

4
29
72

39
10

31
TL

ILL
24

Total 19

Chart 4.1 shows the main facilities and services identified by respondents were

maintenance (29%1, training (25%l and an aero club Qa%| The category'other'includes
facilities such as general amenities, private hire, rental cars and lighting.

15424L49
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Chart 4.1: Potential airfield facilities

I Maintenance
I Accomodation

L7%

r Fuel

rTraining
trAeroclub
r Other

4.L.4 Other concerns and issues

tn addition to specific survey questions, a number of respondents provided comments on
specific issues relating to the airfield. ln particular, the proposed location at Witliamsdale
was identified by a number of respondents as a concern due to the surrounding tandscape
and turbulence associated with wind conditions.

The area is not considered by some to be suitable for aviation, particularly for the smalter
light powered aircraft, and hence these respondents would not make use of the airfietd.
The primary reasoning ib the mountainous terrain and high winds. That noted, CIA is close
to Mt Ainslie and the whole ACT region is surrounded by mountains, so there are limited
options available. Although there were a number of concerns regarding the proposed site,
two respondents indicated that they would be interested in operating a flight school from
Williamsdale with another interested in conducting sky diving from the airfietd if possible.

Deloitte Access Economics has not conducted a technical assessment of the proposed
airfield site as it was outside the scope of the project. Rather, we have retied on a previous
study conducted by Airport Technical Services in September 2OO4, Wittiomsdote Generol
Aviation Airfield Proposol - Assessme nt ol operotional feosibility. The report considered a
1000 metre runway for genbral aviation aircraft at Williamsdale as suitable for singte
engine, and with some restrictions, Iight twin engine aircraft.

Some responses indicated that a site to the North-West of the ACT woirld be a better
location due to safety concerns, the difficulty in getting into Canberra for those coming for
a day trip and the proximity of Goulburn relative to Williamsdale for Canberra's northern

1

24%
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suburbs. However, it was noted that there is limited suitable land available for the

construction of an airfield in the North-West of Canberra.

Deloitte Access Economics has not assessed other potential sites for a GA airfield at it was

out of the scope of the project. However, should a suitable site located more centrally

within the ACT be identified, potentially to the west of Canberra (due to the footprint of CIA

airspace, the only possibilities are probably the Stromlo/Cotter area or Kowen, but these

are both hilly locations), we would expect a considerable increase in patronage from both

locat and interstate residents given the potential for it to be located closer to more suburbs,

particularly the northern suburbs, relative to the Williamsdale site and other airfields.

Respondents also highlighted the restrictions on general aviation and the cost of facilities at

CIA as key reasons why they support a dedicated GA airfield in Canberra. From survey

responses, the average cost of hangar space at CIA is estimated at around 59,500 with grass

parking averaging around 51,700 per aircraft.

For interstate visitors, the lack of public transport at Williamsdale is a particular concern.
' Given the distance to central Canberra, it is expected the airfield would require a small

number of courtesy cars or low cost rentals for the ACT to capture the potential benefits

from. interstate visitors.

Other comments included the need for an all weather runway, concerns on what level of
security would be available for aircraft parked at the airfield and the need for long term
leases for those constru cting private ha nga rs.

t\,
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5 Proposed model
Due to legal restrictions over the land acquisition and tenure, the proposed model for the
Williamsdale Airfield is for the ACT Government to provide the initial seed funding that
would be used to acquire the land and establish the first tranche of facilities at the airfield.
Once operational the revenue generated from the airfield would be used to maintain,

, administer and improve facilities over time, without needing on-going ACT Government
funding. Appropriate governance arrangements would be set up to allocate responsibility
for the administration and operational side of the airfield, with the anticipation that once
established there would be limited involvement from the Government.

Given the ownership status, the Government would be required to have some involvement
with the airfield during the early years, however, it is envisaged this would be limited to
oversight and reviews on a periodic basis.

. 
Board

Given the limited role of Government once the airfield is constructed, the management of
the airfield would require the establishment of a Board, possibly on an honorary basis,,
which would be responsible for day to day management and administration.

The Board could be set up on an honorary basis initially, with possible notionat salaries of
around Sro,ooo per annum for the chair. should the positions be honorary on
commencement, Board member positions could be remunerated for their roles once the
airfield is more established and generating sufficient revenues.

The key responsibilities of the Board would include overseeing alloperational aspects of the
airfield including management of funds, preparation of financial accounts and reporting to
the Government as required.

Funding

It is important that the initial funding from the Government be sufficient to provide
facilities that will give the airfield sufficient scale and adequate facilities from
commencement. This will help avoid a situation where the airfield is under-developed and
struggles to build up to a viable critical mass.

Achieving 'critical mass' early on will encourage patronage and give aircraft owners the
confidence that the airfield will be operational over the longer term. This confidence will
then translate into hangar leases, airfield usage and ultimatety, long-term viability. Without
adequate funding in the early years it may be difficult to attract pilots and take a long time
to reach a sustainable commercial scale. Furthermore, the patronage required to ensure
the airfield generates sufficient revenue to operate on a stand alone basis could take years
to build up, in the absence of a first stage build of sufficient scale.

ln particular, the key elements of 'critical mass' are: a T-hangar, a caretakers cottagg a
refuelling facility and a modest aero club building (which could be part of the T-hangar
building).

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence
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Responses to the Williamsdale demand survey confirmed this, and indicated some key

facilities at the airfield that would encourage patronage, including an aero club,

maintenance, a T-hangar, training and fuel. An airstrip which is established with these

facilities is likely to generate a higher level of demand from the local aviation community in

the short term and provide a strong basis for growth. Due to the effect of compound

interest in assessing both financial and economic viability, building up demand quickly in

those first few years is essential for generating a viable return on the investment. Without

an adequate level of funds and facilities from the outset, pilots may be hesitant to build

their own hangars and the airfield may take a number of years to reach the levels of
demand needed to ensure the airfield can operate without Government support. The

financial and economic rates of return also decline rapidly if patronage is low in the first

few years.

Facilities such as ready-for-use T-hangars and provisions for an aero club will demonstrate

that the airfield is a long term operation and would give more confidence for parties to
build private hangars, in turn increasing patronage and revenue.

Figure 5.1 is a nested T-hangar, a shared hangar that accommodates several aircraft. The

"T" refers to the shape of the aircraft, with the aircraft alternating nose-to-tail to make best

use of the available space. Several airtraft sharing one T-hangar results in considerable

savings on building materials. lt has a modular design, so can be built to accommodate a

large number of airiraft. Note the "1" shaped area in the bottom right corner of the T-

hangar-this'left over'corner could be used to accommodate the aero club. Similarly, a

flight school or maintenance business could Jease the other "L" area in the bottom left

corner.

Figure 5.1: T-hangar

' Source: erect-a-tube.com

To enable these to be built during the initial construction, the government could provide a

grant of around S5OO,OO0 to construct the T-hangars which aircraft owners could use

immediately, ensuring cashflow is generated from day one. ln addition, grass parking areas

with tie-downs could also be offered which would further add to revenues. Once

established, upgrading facilities and additionat hangars would be funded through revenue

generated by the airfield.

Adequately capitalising the airfield upfront will also improve the prospects of it becoming

self-funding more quickly and its ability to generate positive cashflows from the first year of
operation and lessen the risks of it needing ongoing support.

Once the airfield develops a track record of demand and revenue, it may be able to raise

capital by borrowing, to finance future stages of development.

Deloitte Access Econornics Commercial-in-confi dence 15
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Governance and day to day operations

Caretaker

ln order to reduce expenses for the airfietd, a business model where a live-on-site caretaker
is responsible for various duties could be used. lt is envisaged that part time / semi-retired
volunteers would be sought to live on site rent free, where they could be provided with a
basic two bedroom cottage, maintenance shed and paid a notional salary of S1e000 per
annum.

This business model is used at other GA airfietds such as Wedderburn, as a low-cost method
of maintaining and operating the facility. The live-on-site caretaker also has obvious
security benefits with a primary role including security runs in the evening around the
airfield, as well as general maintenance such as grass cutting.

A caretaker living on site is expected to save considerable operational expenses for the
airfield, in particular for security expenses. Given Williamsdale is in a fairly remote and
sparsely populated area, a presence at the airfield during the evening would also give more
confidence to aircraft owners for the safety of their aircraft. lndeed security at
Williamsdale was a concern raised from some survey respondents.

tn terms of being able to attract a person to perform this job, the consultation feedback
indicated that there should be no problem finding a semi-retired aviation enthusiast willing
to be the caretaker at Williamsdale.

Although the caretaker would be responsible for general maintenance, volunteer labour
could also be used to maintain the airfield. This is potentially more important in the early
years as the airfield establishes itself. Although volunteer work is not expected to be a
significant commitment from members, it provides an option for management help to
reduce costs and maintain the condition of the airfield (possibly with a discount on airfield
fees for those airfield users that contribute to the 'annual working bee,).

Fees and charges

It would be expected that the airfield would generate income through rhembership fees
and leasing charges for commercial tenants, T-hangars, private hangar space and grass
parking.

Charges for T-hangars are assumed to be higher than teasing charges for private hangars
given the need to recoup the initial construction costs of T-hangars. That is, construction
costs.for private hangars are incurred by individual members and leasing costs for these
hangars would reflect the land use only. The significant investment in private hangars
would also require long term leases to be made available to these members to encourage
their use.

Should a flight school be established at the airfield, these aircraft may be charged a higher
fee due to the greater number of flights from these aircraft relative to individuat members.
A multiple of the leasing costs may be applied to these tenants. For example, if flight
training aircraft conduct 200 .flights per annum versus an average of 50 for individuat

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 15
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members, the leasing costs could be twice the standard rate altowing for some 'bulk

discount'. The modelling has assumed all aircraft are charged a standard rate.

Deloitte Access Economics also canvassed landing charges for visiting aircraft, but these are

likely to be infrequen! making it not cost-effective to administer and colleqt landing

charges. Landing charges are therefore excluded from the analysis.

Wedderburn Airfield

The ownership and operational model proposed for Williamsdale is similar to one which has

been successfully implemented at Wedderburn Airport. Wedderburn began with a single

grass runway and has since grown considerably in terms of size and quality. lt now includes

a 950 metre sealed runway and around 100 aircraft hangars. The airfield generates

revenue from the lease of hangars, membership fees and fuel sales.

Wedderburn management minimises costs by having an onsite caretaker who is able to
provide a security presence and various maintenance services such as grass cutting.

Together with social workdays for members, it is a successful model which reduces costs

and management are able to administer and operate the airfield without the assistance of

the Government. ln addition, all improvements to infrastructure are funded through

revenue raised through airport operations.

Volunteering plays a role in maintaining the airfield and ensuring members can use the

facilities while keeping fees as low as possible. Where a Wedderburn rnember participates

in three out of six social work days, they are refunded SZSO of their annual membership

fee. Although volunteering helps to keep costs down, members who do not wish to

volunteer simply pay additional membership fees. Therefore, members are able to reduce

their annual fees by contributing to workdays, where as others sirnply pay higher fees.

Following a similar model, the Williamsdale Airfield would initially provide basic aviation

services to the local GA community with the aim of providing higher quality services and

facilities as the airfield is able to generate sufficient demand and funds.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 77
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6 Results
The section below details the results of the cost benefit analysis. The analysis includes
estimates for the airfield on a stand alone basis (scenario 1), as well as the economic
impact for the ACT community (Scenario 2). A full list of assumptions used in the modelling
can be seen in Appendix A.

The cost benefit analysis assumes an initial investment from the ACT Government to
construct a 1000 metre grass runway and associated infrastructure such as fencing,
caretaker cottage, T-hangars, fuel facilities and aero club facilities totalling around $1.95
million. The subsequent administration and operational costs are estimated to be covered
through aircraft and commercial leasing revenue collected by airfield management.

The expected return of the Williamsdale Airfield over the 15 years to 2026 is 5.0% on a
stand alone basis, and 11.9% when economic returns to the ACT are included. Under the
base case, positive cashflows are generated for the airfield in first fult year of operation in
20L2. On a cashflow basis the airfield breaks even in 2025,four years earlier in 2021when
the returns to the ACT economy are taken into account.

The modelling result includes the construction of T-hangars, after the initial construction
phase, to house an additional 80 aircraft over the period to 2026, totalling around
$t.SS million in construction costs. The funding required for the T-hangars is assumed to
be provided through net revenue generated from the airfield.

Both the Williamsdale stand alone and economy wide scenarios are discussed betow.
Detailed cashflow for both scenarios are provided in Appendix B.

Scenario 1: Williamsdale Airfield stand alone

The net return for Williamsdale Airfield is estimated atS.O%,with airport revenues growing
from around 5121,000 in 2072 to 5545,000 in 2026. The revenue is predominantly due to
hangar lease charges from aircraft located at the airfield, accounting for around 60% of
revenue in20L2 and growing to90% of revenue in2O2S (see Table 6.1).

Other revenue includes rental income from commercial operations such as a maintenance
facility, flight school, margins on fuel sales and annual membership fees of SSO per aircraft.
Revenue from commercial operations reflects the rental value of 500sqm of office and light
industrial rental space.

Table 6.1: Revenue and expense (S,OOO1 - Williamsdale Airfietd

Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis

20tt 20t4 2020 2022

205 279 335 387 433 484
54 56 57 59 60 7074

2s9 3i4 392 446 494 75s8

7L

50
121

1L4
52

166

49

Revenue
Aircraft
Other

Totol revenue

Expenses
Construction &
operational 1951 183237 198
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20LL 20L5 2018 2022 2026

Net revenue

Cumulative

Note: 2026 revenue includes terminal value of land and T-hangars

Scenario 1 generates a positive cashflow from 2OL2 and breaks even in 2024. The positive

cashflows achieved from year one are predominantly due to the construction of T-hangars

in the initial development phase which generate annual rental revenue under a capture

rate assumption that 38 aircraft will store their aircraft at Williamsdale in the first year, 19

of which would be stored in the T-hangars.

Expenses in the analyses include initial construction costs, day to day operational costs and

costs associated with the construction of additional T-hangars, however, other major

maintenance works have not been included in the base case. Should they be required in

the future it is expected that the annual revenue generated by the airfield should be

sufficient to cover these costs, with the possibility of a negative cashflow during particular

years. The effect of major maintenance is considered further in the sensitivity analysis.

Scenario 2: Economy wide imPacts

The economy wide impacts include the additional economic benefits generated in the ACT

from the Williamsdale Airfield. The net return from Williamsdale including economy wide

affects is estimated atLL.9%.

lncluding the community wide benefits, the totat economic impact of Williamsdale is

estimated to grow from around $126,000 in 20L2to $643,000 in 2026. Under the economy

wide scenario the proposed airfield generates a positive return from 202L.

Table 6.2: Revenue and expense (5,000) -ACT economy

-1951 72

-1951 -1879

8 97 L94

-L77L -1;63t -1283
tL7

-1568

259

-801

327

-189

,,375

tszl

20LL 20!6 2018 2020 2024

Revenue
Aircraft
Other

Totol revenue

Expenses

Construction &

7L LL4 205
704 138 180

77s 253 385

279 335 387

223 256 287

507 597 574

433 484
313 1354
747 1838

operational 1951 49 . 49 250 237 198 186 157 183

Netrevenue -L951 L26 204 135 265 393 487 580 1655

cumulative -lg.sL -L825 -L458 -Lgzg -874 -144 77g 11886 4L42

Note: 2026 revenue includes the terminal value of land and T-hangars

Scenario 2 generates a positive cashflow from 20L2. This is based on the capture rate

assumption that 38 aircraft will store their aircraft at Williamsdale in the first year.

The higher positive return generated under the economy wide scenario is due to the

increased spend in the region from interstate visitors and consumer surplus estimates.
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Employment

tn addition to airfield revenue, the Williamsdale Airfield will generate a number of short
and long term employment opportunities.

Using 2005{6 National lnput-Output tables and an initial construction cost estimate of
S1.9 million, we would expect around t7 fulltime employment positions to be generated in
the short term, including around 5 direct and 12 indirbct positions. ln addition, any
commercial enterprise at the airfield would generate employment on an ongoing basis,
possibly in the order of 10 people working in maintenance and training positions based at
the'airfield.

The construction 6f Williamsdale Airfield will have a number of linkages with the ACT and
interstate economies, therefore, some of the employment generated during the
construction phase may be lost interstate. Given the size of the ACf, should OO% of the
employment benefits be captured in the ACT, 10 full time positions woutd be generated
from the construction phase, around 3 direct and 7 indirect.

Key assumptions

The results assume an initialconstruction cost of St.gS million, which.includes a $5OO,OOO

Srant to the aerodrome for T-hangar construction, and an annual operating cost of around
56S,OOO per annum. Operational costs include general maintenance, administration
activities and notional salaries of 5L5000. The main cost is insurance, estimated at S2O,O0O
per annum. Salaries increase to S41OOO in 2Oi6, when 100 aircraft are assumed to be
using the airfield for storage and parking, to include a full time administrator/caretaker,
increasing operational costs to 595,000 per annum.

The construction of fuel facilities at the airfield would be expected to do slightly better
than break even (based on the experience at Wedderburn). Depending on the size of the
fuel tank required, which would be based on the level of patronage, the cost of a manual
credit card pump is around 550,000. The cost of the facilities could potentially be reduced
should a fuel company cover part or all of the construction costs and subsequently supply
the airfield with fuel. The installation of a fuel pump would require an assessment of the
site to ensure it was suitable and met Australian standards, however, it is not expected that
the Williamsdale site would pose any significant issues for fuel storage.

Fuel facilities gives the airfield the ability to generate additional revenue through fuel mark-
ups, but as noted, is expected to be slightly better than break-even. As such, including the
installation cost and subsequent revenue generated from fuel sales does not have a
significant effect on the financial oi economic rate of return. The main impact is indirect,
by making the airfield more user-friendly.

The estimated operating costs have been compared against other airf.ields where financial
information was available (see Table 5.3). The range of operating costs varies from SAA,OOO
to 580,000 per annum. The operating costs vary due to the size of each airfietd, the
amount of volunteer labour used and the quality of services and facilities provided.
However, noting the differences that may exist between each of the airfields, the estimated
annuat operating cost of 565,000 per annum for Williamsdale appears consistent with other
smaller airfields.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-co nfi dence 20
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Table 5.3: Airfield operating costs

Airfield Operating cost Comments

Williamsdale

Goulburn

S65,ooo

s80,000

West Wyalong $48,000

Wedderburn 565,000

Kempsey S7o,o00

1000 metre grass runway

Two runways approximately 2000 metres in length. Costs

include Szo,ooo administration.

1600 metre asphalt and 780 metre gravel runways

950 metre sealed runway.

1600 metre bitumen and 650 grass runwav

'\-
Landing fees for interstate visitors have not been included in the revenue estimates.
During consultations various parties indicated that the administration cost of collecting
landing fees (expected to be about one visitor per day, on average) is often equal to or
greaterthan the total revenue raised. Therefore, the analysis assumes Williamsdale Airfield
will not charge landing fees for interstate aircraft.

Commercial leasing charges are assumed to be 5113 per sqm per annum for office space
and $75 per sqm per annum for maintenance facilities. These charges are based on low
end office and industrial lease rates in the ACT. Given the location of Williamsdale and
distance from the main industrial area of the ACT, the reported low end rates have been
reduced by 25%.

The capture rate of locally based aircraft parking at Williamsdale is assumed to be around
78% (38 aircraft) of aircraft in the ACT in 20L2, increasing to around 64% (249 aircraft) in
2026, based on suruey responses. The effect of the capture rate is analysed further in the
sensitivity analysis:

Chart 5.1: Airoaft capture rate

Share of ACT

based aircraft
70%

60%

40%

30%

C 
"dP 

C 
"$ 
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"si" "$ "". 

C 
""P" "$ "dP "d "d* "d ""p"

The aircraft using each of the parking and storage options is based on survey responses.
Those who indicated that they would park their aircraft at Williamsdale selected the
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following type of facility - private hangar 55%, T-hangar 35% arld grass parking 10%. lt is

assumed that all T-hangars constructed during the initial phase will be utilised in the first
year and that private hangars will be delayed for around two years. Therefore, for the first
two years of operation the proportion of aircraft stored at the airfield will be dominated by
T-hangars @4%) and grass parking(46%), gradually moving to more private hangars being
constructed and matching the results indicated in the survey

The number of overnight visitors to the ACT is expected at around 80 visitors per annum
with an additional 260 day visitors, based on survey results, contribdting around S3Z,O00 of
expenditure to the ACT economy annually. The expenditure estimates assume 20% of NSW
visitors and LOO% of other interstate visitors stay over night, and 50% of visitors who do not
stay overnight will travel from the airfield into the ACT during their stay.

The analysis assumes one visitor per aircraft and therefore does not include an allowance
for aircraft passengers. Should interstate pilots visiting the ACT travel with a passenger, the
contribution made to the ACT from interstate visitors would be higher than that assumed in
the modelling.

Consumer surplus is derived from the reduction in expense of storing aircraft at
Williamsdale relative to various other airfields and the reduced travel time from Canberra
to Williamsdale relative to other GA airfields.

The difference in storage or parking costs is scaled down for the quality of facilities at other
airfields, for example other airfields may have sealed runways compared to a grass runway
at Williamsdale. A factor of 50% has been used to scale down for the difference in quality
of facilities.

The benefit generated from reduced travel times is estimated based on the total time saved

for a round trip from Canberra to Williamsdale, relative to other airfields used by Canberra
residents. Total benefits assume a round trip every two weeks, a saving of 50 minutes in
travel times and an hourly saving of around S19 (Austroads Update of RUC unit values 2005

- Cars Private).
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7 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis was conducted on key inputs to determine the variability of net costs

and revenues over a 15 year period. This includes an analysis of the capture rate of aircraft

in the region, capital and operafing costs, leasing rates and growth in the recreational

aviation sector (seeTable 7.1). The analysis shows that the assumed capture rate has the
greatest affect on the IRR followed by capital expenditure and aircraft leasing charges.

Table 7.1: Sensitivity analysis of key inputs

Category Economywide
impacts

: IRR Variance i tnn

i%%iN
Variance

%

Base Case r 5.00 : 11.85

Capture rate - No survey bias

re rate - Survey bias

+10% commercial lease charges

-10% commercial lease charges

o.0o ; 11.86

2.03 i g.tZ
0.00

-2.74

| 5.22 0.22 i 12.05

i 4.78 -0.22 : 11.66 -0.20

+10% leased area

-10% leased area

+10% operational expenditure
-10% operational expenditure

-0.22 i rr.00
0.19

-0.20

4.68
5.33

11.58 -O.28

L2.13 ,0.27

+10% capital expenditure
expenditure

+tO% aircraft Ieasing charges

-10% aircraft leasing charges

3.4L
6.47

i 6.24

-1.59 i 9.92
13.63

L.24 i 72.82
I

-1.31 : 10.86

-L.94
7.77
0.95

-1.00

N-

Major maintenance work 5150,000 (2019) i 4.52 -0.48 i 17.47 -0.39

Major maintenance work S3oo,ooo (20$) ; 4.04 -0.95 i u.08 -9.78

+7% GAand RA-AUS growth rate p.a. i S.qa 0.53 I 12.59 0.73

-1% GA and RA-AUS growth rate p.a. i 4.63 -0.37 i 11'33 -0.53

The capture rate sensitivity analysis shows the change in the return based on the
proportion of pilots who did not respond to the survey that choose to use the Williamsdale

Airfield facilities. The no survey bias results assume that the capture rate of 64% of GA

aircraft is reflective of aircraft which were not included in the survey analysis, and forms

the base case of the analysis. The suruey bios (or 'non-response'bias) scenario assumes

that those who did not respond to the survey are less likely to use the Williamsdale Airfield.

The sensitivity assumes that the proportion of non-responses that will use the airfield is half

those that responded, that is 34% capture rate. Under this scenario the return falls by

around 2.0%1o2.97%.

Other significant sensitivities include capital expenditure and aircraft leasing charges. lf
initialconstruction costs are tOo/ohigher than expected the return is3.4t%, a fallof L.6O%.

Should aircraft leasing charges be LO% less than expected the estimated return would fall

by t.3L%to3.69%.
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The sensitivity of maior maintenance work has atso been tested. The analysis shows that
should major maintenance work of SSOO,OOO be required in 2OLg, midway through the
analysis perio4 the net result would fall by aroun d L.OS(,.

Delottte Aocess Economics
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Conclusions
There appears to be sufficient demand in the Canberra region from the general

aviation sector, and potential flight training schools, for an airfield to be established

at Wiltiamsdale. The focus on commercial carriers at the CIA and increased cost

pressures faced by recreational pitots means a facility at Williamsdale would fill a

niche in the region and provide a more simplified and less costly facility.

The Williamsdale Airfield is expected to generate a positive return, however, given

the low comrnercial return and significant upfront investment, it is unlikely the

airfield would be estabtished if left to the private sector. When considering the

potential economic impacts across the Territory there is an overall net benefit to the

ACT.

It is important that initiat seed funding be sufficient to ensure adequate facilities are

constructed from the outset to encourage patronage and generate a level of demand

to ensure the airfield can quickly reach the scale needed to operate on a stand-alone

basis without ongoing government support.

The sensitivity analysis shows that the key parameters are the capture rate, capital

expenditure and aircraft leasing charges.

000146
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Appendix A: Assumptions
Table A.1 below details the assumptions adopted for the cost benefit analysis of the
proposed Williamsdale Airfield.

Table A.1: Key assumptions

Category Assumption Comments

Average T-hangar cost per 525,800 Based on quotes received for the slab, materials and

Discount rate

GA growth rate

M-AUSgrowth rate

Williamsdale capture rate

Spend per night in ACT

Spend per day in ACT

aircraft

Time travel saving per hour

Aircraft parking fees

Grass small

Gross Large

Hongor smoll

. Hongor lorge

T-hongor

Annual membership fees

Landing fees

7%

1% GA historical membership

70% RA-AUShistoricalmembership

64% Share of local GA and M-AUS aircraft

5152 TRA National Visitor Survey, excluding airfare and
long distance travel

S1ZO TRA National Visitor Survey

construction of hangar

S19 Austroads Technical Report - Update of RUC Unit
values to June 2005 - Private Car

S1SO land rent charges

5750 Land rent charges

S7,5oo Land rent charges

57,750 Land rent charges

52,750 Full leasing charges 1
Sso

Nil Landing fees imposed on other airfields include:

Goulburn - S16

Polo flat - Private Nil, commercial S10

CIA - Daily permit for GA aircraft <2500kgs $22 per
day (1-3 days)
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Table A.2: Gpitat and operational cost assumptions

Category Assumption Gomments

. Capitalcosts 51.95 mlllion
' Runwaylncluding land $AzqM

Fencing 531,ooo

Building 561,500

Roodwork SSrOm

Electrical and fuel' $zgs,o^o \
Grant(T-hangorc) SSU),ON

Caretokercottoge $20q00o

Annual operational costs SU,ISO Assuming parttime adrninistration. lncreasesto
592000 under a fulltime administration position.

Administrotion salories $16,5N Assumlng part time adrninistration. lncreases to

Genemr odministmtion costs stz,zso 
s49'000 under a fulltime administration position'

Maintenance ond repairc $lt SOO

lnsumnce 520,000

Otherservlces il,Om
*S5O000 fuel fadlity constructlon @sts may not be requlred strould a fuel suppller be prepared to pay for the

lnsbllation ln retum forsupplylngfuel to the airfleld on an ongoirg basls
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Appendix C: Survey

A second Canberra airfield at Williamsdale:
demand survey and viability stud5l

The ACT Governmenl is considering.a second airfield forthe ACT at Williamsdale lor general

aviation, emergencyservices and recreatioflal aviallon purposes- The aiffield lTo{ld have

a lkm grsss runv/ay, without lighiing, uith a paved engine run-up area and retuelling facilities.

Access Economics is conducting a study of the econonric and financial viability of the proposed

airfleld for ihe ACT Govemment- Alt suruey responses will be kept conftdential. Only aggregated

results vrill be reported to the.{CT Governntent.

Thls survey is being circulated lhrough a number of aviation organisations, 1o hetp reach potentlal

users of a new Canberra airf,reld. lf you receive it more than once, please ignore the dtlpticates.

To ensure confident-ality. ptease sffin and email cornpleted form (by li Oec 2010) directly

to: williamsdate@accesseconomics-com.au, or, fax lo: (02) 6175 2001'
or. mail to: Access Econontics, PO Box 6334, Kingston ACT 2604

cuE3Tlol{s
yeu own ea eircrsft [v.r E*o f-'1 P"'t'i'r'*,

yee, gtasyndie*falshaEd ownefthip, p!...a onty liil in the re.l CfS:t-5,S---!g'.J9-*,?-SCf-oJ,!,t.!-f'gltc.Ir-E-1.

typ3tr)

typ*(t). (.S. VH. RA-Aur, oth+r?)

xr,right(t)

do )eu currCntty *cep ysur lircrafr?

cunenlly ktpt at enotlrcr rff,port or ahlicld,

fccr pcr rn.nsm rt l'ltt ilrport (txcluding Airrcrvicrr]?

a,ry co,nmen's, Tfiank you tor contpleitg this survey'Please (,se die space Defdu/

Deloitte Access Economics

nemc lnd conteci drtrils (in cacc we n.cd to chrify rnlrtfiing on this rurvry forml

tion irruing orgrnir:t?n (glcsit list if mo.rc than one)

meny hourr do youf,i/. Ptrsnnum

p.ropored rervicrs evrilable, lnd indicalive cosl at the airfield (including GSTI are listed below

nnsal tce tncluding rloragc of ln iirsrar?.on gars (includee uat!a7!$.!J.l ?_f"f_"Jft:f :99=9-q=1? .

aircrct {15rn uidc grrs3 prl&ing dta}, persnnum I 9I?S;

Lc inct , heogrr cifq on rr'ii'clr to bttild ysur own hangar

hgng$ riie (l 5m r$dc frsnt EG!. Fer rnnum

Or. are !,9u intcratled in ,€nting 3pFcc in r She.trd "T"

Or, if flot kccp)'ng an eircralt perm&ncn{y st Wit[rmrdife. hs.$ ofl€n ygu{y"o} *_",}_pg.all1yg3..
Nurfth+r of visil3 6D 310 orr lsn,fins tfur nao-rq.nourl fee ul*rst I visit! p.a,
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Limitation of our work
General use restriction

This.report is.prepared solely for the intemal use of the Department of Land and propefi
Services- This report is not intended to and should no be used or relied upon by anyone
else and we acept no duty of cgre to any other person or entity. The. riport fras 6een '

qrepated for the puPose of analysing the viabitity of a dedicated g6nerat avla'tion airfield for
Canbena located at Williamsdale. You stroutd not refer to or use our name or the advice for
any other purpose.

^ )
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Our Signals
Recruit and retain the best - our people are ialented, enthusiastic, self-starters, team players who are bursting

with potentiat. They are peopte with whom we have a lifetime association.

Talk straight - when we talk, it's open, regular, honest, constructive two-way communication between our

people and our clients.

Empower and trust - we encourage a sense of ownership and pride by giving responsibility and delegating

authority.

Continuousty grow and improve - we have an environment that respects the individual, rewards

achievements, welcomes change ahd encourages a lifetime of learning - with ourselves and our clients.

Aim to be famous -we aim to reach for the stars - and beyond. To be thought leaders, showcasing our clients

and our team's talent and expertise. 
,

, Ptay to win-think globally - winning is our stated objective. lt is also our state of mind.

\' 
Have fun and celebrate - there is never a wrong time to celebrate and have fun - recognising, appreciating,

acknowledging and learning from the experiences and success shared between our client and Deloitte teams.

Our culture - our essence
Culture at Deloitte does not just happen - we work at it.

tt's the sum total of the actions of our people, it's the way we treat others - it's the way we behave. Our seven

Signals embody these values. Our passion for teamwork and exceptional client service is our point of difference.

At Deloitte, we live and breathe our culture.

Our internationally experienced professionals strive to deliver seamless, consistent services wherever our

clients operate. Our mission is to help our clients and our people excel.

Recent awards and achievements
o Awarded the Accountancy Firm of the Year - CFO Awards 2008 for the second time in three years

v o The larges! independent management consulting capability in Australia with over 630 people

o Recognised for its innovative approach to managing groMh in McKinsey's international organisational study

The Granulority of Growfh as a full-chapter case study

o. TieronerankingasoneofthebesttaxfirmsinAustraliabythe lnternationolTaxReviewinitsWortdTax
2009 report

o The laigest Forensic practice in the Asia Pacific region and a nationally integrated Corporate Finance

business of more than 250 professionals, active in takeovers, acquisitions, divestments and initial public

offerings

r A Risk Services practice nominated by industry analyst Forrester Research as the global leader in both Risk

Consulting Services (A22OO7l and Security Consulting (Q3 2007)

e Corporate Reorganisation Services ranked the number one non-investment bank financial advisers globally

by The Dealfor nine consecutive quarters (to Q4 2OO7)

r Recognised in 2008 as an Employer of Choice for Women forthe seventh year in a row as well as winning
the prestigious award for the Leading Organisation for the Advancement of Women by the Federal

Government's Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Agency (EOWA)
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Contact us

Deloitte Access Economics
ACN:49 633 116

Level 1
9 Sydney Avenue
Barton ACT 2600
PO Box 5334
Kingston ACT 2604 Australia

Tel: +61 267752000
Fax +61 26175200L

About Deloitte
Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private
company limited by guarantee, and its
network of member firms, each of which is a

legally separate and independent entity..
Please see www.deloitte.com laulaboutfor a

detailed description of the legal structure of
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its
member firms.
Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, and
financial advisory services to public and
private clients spanning multiple industries.
With a globally connected network of
member firms in more than 150 countries,
Deloitte brings world-class capabilities and
deep local expertise to help clients succeed
wherever they operate. Deloitte's
approximately 17Q000 professionals are
committed to becbming the standard of
excellence

About Deloitte Australia
ln Australia, the member firm is the
Australian partnership of Deloitte Touchd
Tohmatsu. As one of Australia's leading
professional services firms, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu and its affiliates provide audit, tax,
consulting, and financial advisory services
through approximately 5,000 people across
the country. Focused on the creation of value
and growth, and known as an employer of
choice for innovative human resources
programs, we are dedicated to helping our
clients and our people excel. For more
information, please visit Deloitte's web site at
www.deloitte.com.au.

Deloitte Access Economics is Australia's pre-
eminent economics advisorypractice and a

member of Deloitte's global economics
group. The Directors and staff ofAccess
Economics joined Deloitte in early 2011.

tiability limited by a scheme approved under
Professional Standards Legislation.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Limited

@ 20LL Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
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Government
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GOMPIETEDEconomic Development

SUBJECT: Proposal for a General Aviition airfield at Williamsdale

To: Minister for Economic Development

o Director-Genera l, Economic Deve lop m ent D i recto r.,"[PrA{g {,
o Deputy Director-General, Economic Development, Policy and Gpvernance' &.4q

From: Executive Director, Minister, Cabinet and Policy '8;bl g
I

Date: 24 August 2011

Purpose
To brief you on the financialfeasibility study on the Williamsdale GeneralAviation
proposal undertaken by Deloitte Access Economics and to seek your views on options

for the way forward.

Background
Privatisation has led to pricing of General Aviation (GA) activities out of major

airports, including Canberra Airport, with the last of six flying training organisations
(Brindabella) ceasing flying training activities in 2010. Canberra is the only Australian

capital city that does not have an alternative GA airfield and the former Chief

Minister was approached on three occasions by delegations from the local GA

community requesting that the ACT Government develop a GA airfield as an

alternative to Canberra AirPort.

The proposal that the ACT Government should develop a GA airfield at Williamsdale

was put forward in 2004 by Mr Chris Price. The proposal requires the use of an

existing recreation reserVe (Block 1648 Tuggeranong), a travelling stock reserve

(Block L647 Tuggeranong) and resumption of Block 1482 Tuggeranong (a rural lease)

- see Attachment A. lnvestigations have not revealed any other site in the ACT

suitable for GA activities which include flying training.

The proposal put forward by Mr Price was the first which was based on a business

case built around an identified, suitable site. A significant part of that proposalwas

that development of the airfield at Williamsdale would provide a capability to
operate NSW Rural Fire Service fixed-wing fire-fighting aircraft into the northern
Monaro and the Tinderry ranges to supplement Canberra's fire-fighting helicopters.

Whilst emergency services aircraft have priority at all major airports, operating fixed-

wing aircraft from Canberra Airport for fire-fighting activities in the Tinderries is
problematic.

GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 | phone: L3228L I www.act.gov.au

000 {4a
BRI EF
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A study commissioned by Chief Minister's Department in 2004 established that GA

operations, including flying training, could take place from the proposed site.

tn 2010 Access Economics undertook a 'desk top' financial feasibility study of the

Witliamsdale proposalon behalf.of the Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA).

This study indicated that the proposal was viable, but that returns would be tow- The

former Department of Land and Property Services commissioned a survey-based

studyfrom Access Economics (now Deloitte Access Economics) using the 'desk top'

study as a foundation. The report has now been completed. A copy of the report is

at Attachment B.

rcs

r\-

The study determined that there is a relatively strong demand for an airfield at

Witliamsdale among the ACT aviation community. Establishment costs (including

tand acquisition) for the development would be S1.95 million, which would facilitate

a development that would have a positive revenue return from Year 1, with

patronage growing strongly over the first three years.

The study assessed the net return on investment on both a stand-alone basis and on

the basis of broader economic returns to the ACT. On a stand-alone basis, the

internal rate of return (lRR) is estimated at5..O% per annum, and on the broader

economic returns basis at LL.86%. lt did not estimate a financial benefit to the ACT

from improved fire-fighting capabilities. The airfield would break-even (that is, repay

the investment)in 2025 onthe stand-alone basis, and in 202Lonthe basis of broader

economic returns.

Sensitivity testing was conducted on a number of the variables. A t0% increase in

costs, or a lOYodecrease in revenues, resulted in a worst-case outcome reducing the

IRR from 5%to 2.97%, or from 7L.86%to 9.L2% for broader economic returns-

The study found that creating critical mass (i.e. credibility) at Williamsdate is essential

to achieving the potential levels of patronage indicated by the survey results, which

form the basis of the business case. The capital costs of the development were

therefore based on achieving this 'critical mass', the key element being the provision

of aircraft hangars for lease from the outset, as income is largely based on leasing

fees and the provision of an on-site caretaker for security.

lssues
There is significant interest from the local aviation community in the potential

devetopment. The CRAA, which was set up specifically to lobby for this development,

is aware of the study as it was required to give its agreement for its 'desk-top' study

to be used as a basis for the ACT-commissioned study. CRAA is in frequent contact

regarding its progress and has recently met with advisers from your office and the

Chief Minister/s office, and an official from EDD, to discuss progress and seek access

to the final report.
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Options
The Access report notes that while the IRR is positive, it is not sufficient to attract
private sector investment. ln addition, land will need to be resumed and, as the land

use will not require a change from 'Rural'to a higher-order use, providing a lease to a
private sector operator would be problematic. The report therefore adopts the
approach that the development will necessarily be funded and operated by

. Government through a not-for-profit company or some similar arrangement.

Allow the proposalto lapse
The business case for Government investment in this project does not appear
particularly strong given the substantial investment required, the relatively small

number of users and the low project lRR. You may wish to consider formally advising

CRAA that the Government will not be progressing this project any further at this
time -the Deloitte report could be released in support of this decision.

Encourage o private sector development
Whilst the Deloitte report indicates that the rate of return on a GA development at

Williamsdale would not be sufficient to attract a private sector developrnent per se, it
is possible that the GA community in and around Canberra is enthusiastic enough to
fund such a development. However, there are two issues with that approach.

o Development of a runway of the required length (L000m) requires acquisition of
Block 1482 Tuggeranong valued by Deloitte Access Economics at 5500 000, a

value confirmed by EDD. The lessees have previously indicated that they have

no interest in selling the land as it has been in the family for some generations,

although they no Ionger farm the property. The block would therefore need to
be resumed.

o However, underthe Land Act, if land is resumed and does not have a

. significant variation to its lease purpose clause, it cannot be sold to a third
party within seven years without first offering it to the original lessee. As

"airfield" is permitted underthe current land use, it would be impractical
for the Territory to resume the block with the intention of on-selling it to a
third party.

o Although the report focuses on Williamsdale as the GA site, the economics of a
private sector airfield development would rerirain similar whichever side of the
ACT-NSW border it occurred, and the opportunities to obtain a suitable site for a

private development in NSW are significantly greater. Most of the economic
returns included in the broader business case would still accrue to the ACT for a

development close to, but on the NSW side, of the border, although the
additional emergency-services benefits would be less for a development north of
the ACT. Public release of the report could possibly act as a stimulus for such a

development.

Explore development by the Territory
Although construction is likely to require only a few months, processes leading to a

Government decision would require around eighteen months. lf the ACT wishes to
progress the proposal itself, there are a number of issues which need to be resolved,

including: planning; funding; land resumption; environmental clearances, including
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the requirements for an EIS; issues of compatibility with the proposed neighbouring

solar farm development by ActewAGL; and ESA requirements.

Should you wish to progress the project, EDD proposes to convene an IDC comprising

key agencies to consider the development, identifiT issues and options and provide a

recommendation on the way forward.

Consultation
!f the decision is to continue with Government consideration of the proposal, internal
consultation will be conducted through the lDC, and externalconsultation through
the CRAA. Public consultation would be through an EIS if the project proceeds.

Financial
There are no financial implication5 until and unless Government makes a decision to
proceed with development.

Media
A media statement will be prepared subject to your decision on how to proceed with
this matter.

Recommendation
That you:

o note the Deloitte Access Economics report, Williomsdale Airfield Cost

Benefit Analysis at Attachment B. which finds that development of a
GeneralAviation airfield at Williamsdale willgenerate a positive rate of
return, but not sufficient to attract private sector investment;

u{ftotetEAsE Dtscuss

. agree to release the Deloitte Access Economics report; and

AtyiED/N or Ac RE E D/p LEAS E D t scu ss

agree to advise the Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA) that
Government will not be providing further support to this project; or

aofr o1ru or AG RE E D/ P LEAI E D t scu ss
(/

agree to advise the CRAA that Government wil! give further consideration
to this matter through the 2OL2-t3 Budget process, with development of
a business case to be coordinated through an IDC to be chaired by EDD.

AG RE E D/Nor egfhe o/ e tEAsE D tsc u ss

Action Officer: Andrew Wilson
Phone: 70274

Andrew Barr MLA Adfi6*....611y11
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Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis

Executive Summary
The ACT Government cornmissioned Deloitte Access Economics to examine the financial

and econornic viability of a dedicated general aviation (GA) airfield in the Canberra region.

The airfield would comprise a 1000 metre grass runway, without lighting with a paved

engine run-up area and refuelling facilities. The proposed site for the airfield is located at

Williamsdale fiust north of the existing township) and would be primarily for reqreational

GA activities and emergend services.

Currently, the only facility in the region is Canberra lnternational Airport (ClA). The nearest

alternatives are Goulburn and Cooma (Polo Flat). CIA provides high-spec infrastructure for
commercial aircraft and a high level of airport security. The strong demand for the

availabte tand at CIA causes services (such as hangars)to be less affordable for recreational'

users. Air traffic control procedures at CIA require a high level of certification and

equipment, further adding to the complexity of using CIA for general and recreation

aviation. A facility at Williamsdale would fill a niche in the region and provide a more

sirnplified and less costly facility, using lower-valued land. Being outside controlled

airspace, it is also more amenable to training novices.

Williamsdale demand su.rvey

Deloitte Access Economics distributed a survey to local and interstate pilots to help

determine the potential demand for a dedicated GA airfield in Canberra airfield located at

Williamsdale. The survey was sent to Canberra and local area VH registered pilots and

fonryarded through Recreational Aviation Australia (RA-Aus) and Canberra Regional Aviators

Australia (CRAA).

The survey focussed on determining the potential usage of the airfield from local and

interstate pilots, the demand for hangars and grass parking and other facilities that would

be required at the airfield to encourage patronage

ln total 175 unique suruey responses were received, L07 from the ACT and local

surrounding area and 68 from interstate respondents. Response rates are difficult to

determine as some aviators may be members of both CRAA and RA-Aus, or have a VH-

registered and RA-Aus registered aircraft. That noted, the number of responses was

encouraging, given the usual level of responses received from mail-out surveys.

lndicatively, around half of all potential users of the new airfield responded. Many survey

respondents also made positive and encouraging comments about the proposed airfield.

Of the i.07 local survey responses received, 59 (or 64%l indicated that they would be

interested in locating their aircraft at Williamsdale Airfield in a private hangar, leasing a

T-hangar or using grass parking facilities. The anticipated demand gives potential revenue

of around S133,OOO per annum when all 69 aircraft are located at the airfield, which would

be expected to occur around the third year of operation, assuming a gradual takeup.

Respondents were also asked to identify potential facilities they would require at the'
airfield. The main facilities and services identified were maintenance, training and an aero

club with other facilities including general amenities, furil, private hire, rental cars and

lighting hlso cited.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence
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Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis

Several survey respondents indicated an interest in setting up a business at the airfield, to
provide maintenance or training or both.

Proposed model

The proposed model for the Williamsdale Airfield is for the ACT Government to provide
initial seed funding that would be used to purchase the land and establish the airfield.
Once operational, the revenue generated from the airfield would be used to maintain,
administer and improve facilities over time, without needing on-going ACT Government
support. Given the limited role of Government once the airfield is construcied, the
management of the airfield would require the establishment of a Board, possibly on an
honorary basis, which would be responsible for oversight, with day to day management and
administration undertaken by a caretaker.

In orderto reduce expenses forthe airfield, a business modelcould.be used where a live-
on-site caretaker is responsible for various tasks. A simildr business model is used at
airfields such as Wedderburn. lt is envisaged that a seinni-retired caretaker would be
sought to live on site rent free, where they could be provided with a basic two bedroom
cottage, maintenance shed and paid a notional salary of (indicatively) S1O,OOO per annum.
The primary role of the caretaker would include conducting security runs in the evening
around the airfield, some administration tasks, and general maintenance such as grass
cutting.

Cost benefit analysis

The expected return of the Williamsdale Airfield over the L5 years to 2026 is 5.0% on a
stand alone basis, and 11.9% when economic returns to the ACT are included (see Table i).
Additional revenue under the economy wide scenario includes visitor spending and
consumer surplus.

The cost benefit analysis assumes an initial investment from the ACT Government to
construct a Srass runway and associated infrastructure such as fencing, electrical works,
road works, caretaker cottage, T-hangars, fuel facilities and basic aero club facilities,
totalling around St.gS million. The subsequent administration and operational costs are
assumed to be covered through aircraft and commercial leasing revenue collected by the
airfield management.

Under the base case, positive cashflows are generated for the airfield in the first full year of
operations (assumed to be 2012, for the purposes of the modelling). On a cashflow basis
the airfield breaks even in 2025,four years earlier in2O2L when the returns to the ACT
economy are taken into account. The ability to be cash-flow-positive in the first full year of
operations is an indication of the strong response to the demand survey conducted by
Deloitte Access Economics.

The modelling result includes the construction of T-hangars to house an additional g0
aircraft over the period to 2026, totalling around $t.SS million in construction costs, funded
through revenue generated from the airfield.

The demand for the shared T-hangar concept was especially strong. This would drive the
vast bulk of the airfield's revenues. ln essence, the main focus of the airfield business
would be in T-hangar leasing.. lndee4 in the early years, there is likely to be a waiting list
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for space in a T-hangar and the cost of each additional tranche ofT-hangarspace could be

financed by borrowing against pre-commitments made by users entering leases for
T-hangar space 'off the plan' before building commences.

Table i: Revenue and expense (5,000) -Williamsdale Airfield

20tt 2018 2022 2024 2026

Wil liamsdo le N rfiel d only
Revenue
Exoenses 1951

392
198

72L 766
49 49

259 334
2s0 237

446 494 1558

186 767 183

Net revenue
Cumulative

-7951 72 777
-79s7 -7879 -7668

I 97 794
-7771 -1637 -7283

259
-801

327
-189

1375
7527

1838
183

77s 253 38s s01 591 674 747

49 49 2s0 237 198 186 167

Economy wide impacts
Revenue
Expenses 1951

Net revenue
Cumulativd

-79s7 125 204 135 265 393 487
-7957 -7825 -7458 -7329 -874 -744 779

580
1886

7655
4742

Note: 2025 revenue includes terminal ralue of land and T-hangars

ln addition to airfield revenue, the Williamsdale Airfield will generate a numbei of short

and long term employment opportunities. lt is estimated 17 full time equivalent positions

would be generated during the construction'phase. ln addition, any commercial enterprise

at the airfield would generate employment on an ongoing basis, possibly in the order of 10

people working in maintenance and training positions based at the airfield.

The construction of Williamsdale Airfield will have a number of linkages with the ACT and

interstate economies, therefoie, some of the employment generated during the

construction phase may be lost interstate. Given the relative size of the ACI, should 60% of
the employment benefits be captured in the ACT, 10 full time positions would be generated

from the construction phase.

Key success factors

tn order for the Williamsdale Airfield to establish itself.and generate the level of demand to
ensure it can operate on a stand alone basis, a number of key factors have been identified:

o The airfield is capable of being cash-flow-positive in its first full year of operation,
provided it is adequately capitalised, so that it has critical rnass.

o Building T-hangars as part of thd first tranche of'development.

o The high demand for this type of hangarage service will help give the airfield

scale and provide revenue from day one. Based on the demand survey, a 20-

berth T-hangar could be fully subscribed on the day of opening, and a second

20-berth T-hangar could be leased 'off the plan' soon after.

o Building a caretaker cottage and hiring a part-time / semi-retired caretaker to
provide low-cost security and 'general maintenance of the airfield will 'help to
minimise operational costs.

o Leveraging private investment where possible. For examplg a fubl supplier may pay

for the installation of the fuelling facility.
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Partnering with the training and aircraft maintenance businesses that have expressed
interest, so these can commence immediately (or soon after) the airfield is built.
Again, to help create some scale and provide anchor tenants soon after opening.

Procuring one or two basic rental cars (perhaps operated by the aero club) to base at
the airfield for use by visiting aviators to ensure the ACT is able to capture the
additional economic benefits from interstate visitors.

" Travel volume to and from Williamsdale will be too low for a public transport
solution. Having one or two basic vehicles available for rent helps to address
the distance of the airfield from Canberra for visiting pilots.

Providing facilities whereby the airfield could potentially be used as a base for aerial
fire fighting in the future
, Although it is not expected that an aerial fire-fighting base would be relocated

to the Williimsdale site in the short term, it provides an alternative runway for
'on-demand' fire fighting should it be required, and over time as facilities are

' improved the site may be revisited as a possible aerial fire fighting base. This
would require the appropriate facilities for basing fire fighting aircraft at the
site including a facility to mix retardant, fuel and general aviation facilities.

, The economic benefit the airfield would generate for the community by
pioviding these additional fire fighting facilities is difficult to determine,
however, by their very nature, fire fighting services can provide very .high
benefits during infrequent events, so assessing 'average annual benefits' will

. depend on the frequency (probability) and severity of future fire events. The
Williamsdale Airfield could assist in fighting fires by providing a facility closer to
the south of Canberra for fire fighting aircraft to use if rbquired, potentially
reducing the response times for fires in the surrounding area, in particular for
regions which are difficult to access by road, and as a back up if visibility at ClA,
Cooma or Goulburn is affected by smoke.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted and showed that the key parameters are the
aircraft capture rate, capital expeirditure and aircraft leasing charges.

'E The no survey bias results assume that the capture rate of 64% of GA aircraft is

reflective of aircraft which were not included in the survey analysis, and forms
the base case of the analysis. The survey bias (or'non-response' bias) scenario
assumes that those who did not respond to the survey are less likely to use the
Williamsdale Airfield. The sensitivity assumes that the proportion of non-
responses that will use the airfield is half those that responded, that is 34%
capture rate. Under this scenario the return falls by around 2.0% to 2.97%.

o lf initial construction costs are LO% higher than expected the return is 3.4L%, a
. fall of 7.60%. Should aircraft leasing charges beLU/o less than expected the

estimated return would fall by t.3L%to3.69%.

Deloitte Access Economics
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I Introduction
Deloitte Access Economics was commissioned by the Department of Land and Property

Services to assess the financial viability of a dedicated general aviation (GA) airfield in the

Canberra region. The proposed site for the airfield is located at Williamsdale (just north of

the existing township) and would be primarily for recreational GA activities and emergency

senrices.

A core aim of this exercise is to inform the Government on the potential demand for a

dedicated GA airfield in Canberra and the ability for the airfield to operate on a stand alone

basis. ln addition the analysis includes bn assessment of the potential economic benefits to

the ACTfrom an airfield at Williamsdale.

Policy context

Currently, the only airfield in the region is Canberra lnternational Airport (ClA). The nearest

alternatives are Goulburn and Cooma (Polo Flat). CIA provides high-spec infrastructure and

security designed for commercial aircraft, making it less affordable for recreational users.

The air traffic control procedures at CIA also require a high level of certification and

equipment. A facility at Williamsdale would fill a niche in the region and provide a more

simplified and less costly facility. Being outside controlled airspace has advantages for

training novices.

Due to the tegal mechanism for obtaining the land needed for a new airfield at the

proposed site, and to raise capital for the. initial infrastructure works given the legal

restrictions over the tenure of that site, it limits the options for private sector involvement,

and requires Government involvement in both the acquisition and first stage of

development of the airfield. Once established, however, it is envisaged that the airfield

would becoming self-sustaining, and could be operated on a stand-alone basis without

requiring ongoing resources from Government.

A cost benefit analysis has been conducted to determine whether or not the full economic

costs of the Williamsdale Airfield are outweighed by its full economic benefits - that is,

whether the project has a net benefit for society as a whole.

Report structure

Section 2 provides'a background and considers the need for a dedicated GA airfield in the

Territory. Sections 3 and 4 summarise the consultation process and survey results. Section

5 discusses the proposed model for the Williamsdale Aiffield and Sections 6 and 7 detail the

cost benefit and sensitivity analysis.
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2 Background

2.1 Demand for a general aviation airfield in
Ca n berra

The demand for a GA airfield in Canberra has arisen partly due to there being only one
aviation facility in the ACT available for both commercial aircraft such as Qantas, and
smaller recreational GA aircraft. Given the commercial demands on ClA, priority is naturally
given to the large commercial aircraft using airport facilities, which can lead.to delays in
take off for recreational GA aircraft as well as more frequent holding patterns. This can
potentially limit the actual flight time available to recreational pilots and flight training
aircraft.

Controlled airspace also imposes restrictions with only certain pilot licences and aircraft
able to use CIA facilities. As a result, many Canberra residents with RA-Aus pilot licenses
and particular recreational aircraft are required to use airport facilities located outside of
Canberra airspace, for example Goulburn or Polo Flat.

The cost and availability of hangar space for GA airciaft at the CIA have also been identified
as potential barriers to Canberra pilots using the airport. The 2009 CIA Masterplan notes
lhat'Commonweolth Government-imposed aviation security requirements at mojor oirports
have unfortunotely imposed a significant cost ond inconvenience burden on recreational GA
operations'. These cost pressures may also be partly responsible for the closure of flight
schools in the region

Responses to Deloitte Access Economics'Williamsdale demand survey (discussed further in
Section 4) indicated a cost of around 59,500 for the use of a hangar and $L,700 for grass
parking at the ClA. These costs are considerably higher relative to costs proposed of
around $2,750 for space in a T-hangar at Williamsdale. lt is noted though that the facilities
at the CIA are superior to those that would be constructed at Williamsdale, for example
better quality runways and security, which would be partly reflected in the leasing costs.

These cost pressures and restrictions imposed on GA aircraft support the construction of an
additional airfield focussed on the GA sector. A facility at Williamsdale would aim to
address the demand for the local non-commercial aviation sector, allowing access to all
RA-AUS aircraft and licence types and provide an area with less congested airspace and
flight restrictions compared to the ClA.

A facility at Williamsdale would also free up capacity and land at ClA, which could bd put to
other (possibly higher-valued) uses. Even sq the Williamsdale facility would also pr:ovide
some competitive pressure on ClA, to the benefit of those people who wish to continue
locating their general aviation aircraft at CIA once Williamsdale is built.

Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis
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2.2 Previous studies

2.2.L Assessment of Williamsdale site

Any dedicated GA aifield in Canberra would need to consider the operations pf the ClA, the

benefit of replicating aviation facilities in the region and how the two airfields could

operate together so as not to adversely affect the operations of either. The 2009 CIA

Masterplan stated that the airport 'does not oppose the development of such a facility
(secondary airJield in the ACT), provided its locotion ond operations do. not interfere in any

way with the current ond future operations of Conberro Airport ond do not direct aircraft

noise over residentiol areas of Conberro and the region'.

ln 2004,.a study was conducted by Airport Technical Seruices into the suitability of

Williamsdale as a location for a dedicated GA Airfield. The report, Williomsdale GA oirJield

proposal - ossessment of operotionol feasibitity, considered the features of the airfield,

iurrounding landscape and prevailing wind conditions. Their conclusion was that a 1000

metre grass runway for general aviation would be suitable for single engine and, with some

restrictions, light twin engine aircraft.

The subsequent analysis has relied on this study and Deloitte Access Economics has not

conducted any further assessment of the technical design of the proposed airfield site and

operationa I cha ra cteristics.

2.2.2 Access Economics 2010 preliminary analysis

ln 201O Access Economic's conducted a scoping study analysing the potentiol for a

secondary oirJietd facility in Canberro. The report assessed the potential demand in the

region relative to other airfields, with consideration given to the local demographic and

income distributions, and overall growth in the aviation sector.

The report demonstrated that there is potential (unmet) demand for a dedicated GA

airfield. Around 30 to 40 aircraft are currently located at ClA, however, there are 850 pilots

in the ACT that hold aviatr'on qualifications and around 200 aircraft registered to owners in

the Territory. This suggests that the majority of aircraft currently registered to ACT pilots

are operate{ from airfields outside of the region.

The report also concludes that based on the pretiminary financial analysis, a dedicated GA

airfield is unlikely to be commercially viable, potentially generating only a small posittVe

return. Given such returns, other ownership models would need to be assessed,

particularly related to the not-for-profit sector.

The preliminary nature of the anatysis was such that a more detailed assessment was

required to better understand the tevet of demand for the airfield from private aircraft

operators, flying schoots and other aviation ielated businesses that may be likely to

.itrblirh operations on the site. tn addition, refinement of the cost estimates for the

development of the project, ongoing operational expenditures and appropriate governance

models would be needed.
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This cost benefit analysis builds on the previous studles by conducting a more in depth
analysis of the financial viability and operation of the alrfiel{ and its economic impact on
the AC-L ln particular, a mail-out survey was conducted to obtain a more accurate
understanding of demand forthe new airfield.

.l
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3 Consultations
ln addition to a survey of local aviators, a number of consultations and discussions were

held with various parties to determine any additional demand for a GA airfield, including

the potential for a flight schoolto be located at Williamsdale, and identify any key issues or

concerns that woutd need to be addressed in establishing a secondary airfield in Canberra.

A summary of the consultations is provided below.

Flight school

Currently all states except the ACT and Northern Territory offer a flight program at

university. Previously students were required to cover fees for these courses at the time

they were taken, however, students are now able to defer course costs, similar to a HECS

scheme. This is conducted through universities as they are classified as a registered training

organisation (RTO), a requirement to access the deferred fee structure. This gives

universities an advantage relative to private sector flight schools whose students rnay not

be able to access the scheme, such as those previously operated by Brindabella Airlines. ln

addition, the ability to offer accommodation to students is seen as a key part of attracting

students both from interstate and internationally. _This has seen demand for flight training

courses offered at universities increase considerably over the last couple of years.

The University of Canberra is currently exploring the possibility of establishing a flight
school and woutd consider the Williamsdale site as a potential location. The airfield would

be usbd in conjunction with the CIA so as to provide training both in and out of controlled

airspace. The university is, however, in the preliminary stages and it is yet to be

determined whether a flight school would fit within their educational framework.

There may atso be potential demand for a flight school frorn international and local

students. For example, Tuggeranong College has a flight course with around 50 students,

and in the future Gungahlin College will also offer a flight course. .However, once these
' courses arg complete there is no reat prospect of furthering this in Canberra through

practical application in flight training schools.

Canberra previously catered for around six flight schools which indicates there is demand in

the ACTfor a flight school to operate, if a fit-for-purpose airfield was available. However, as

a result of Brindabella Airlines ceasing its flight school operations in 2010, Canberra no

tonger has a flight school operating in the region. The closure of various flight schools may

be partly due to increased costs of operating in the region.

A less costly option of operating out of Williamsdale may encourage others to operate new

flight schools and could help establish the airfield ahd encourage patronage. lndeed two

survey'respondents expressed an interest in operating a flight school at Williamsdale

should the airfield be apProved

000 132
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Commercial tenants

ln addition to a flight school, other commercial tenants, such as aircraft maintenance,
would help to establish the airfield and provide additional facilities which could encourage
a higher Jevel of patronage. Any commercial tenant would need an approppiate level of
demand at the airfield in order for it to be a viable business opportunity. For example, an
aircraft maintenance employee would be required forevery 20toziserviced aircraft. With
around 37% of local survey respondents indicating they would like to have maintenance
seruices located at the Williamsdale Airfield, demand for these types of services does
appear to be strong. lnitially it may be warranted td offer reduced rental charges for
commercial tenants until the level of demand is sufficient to support these businesses.

Commercial tenants are important to the development of the airfield as they provide an
anchor tenant. Anchor tenants would assist in generating confidence regarding the long
term viability of the airfield and may attract additional aviators to relocate GA aircraft to
Williamsdale

Commercial tenants are also a key source of revenue. This additional.revenue can assist
cover maintenance, administration and. improvements to the airfield over time and help to
limit fees paid by pilots, which in turn can encourage patronage. Once thb airfield is more
established and the level of patronage more certain, other commercial tenants may also be
attracted to the airfield, with one survey respondent indicating they would be interested in
commencing a sky diving operation from Williamsdale.

Fire fighting

Appropriate aerial fire fighting facilities provide an invaluable asset to the ACT during fire
events, particularly in regions which are difficult to access by road. Mountainous regions
around Canberra, and indeed near Williamsdale, are areas that would benefit from aerial
assistance in the event of a fire. The NSW Rural Fire Service could also make occasional use
of the facility, and some of the fires they prevent in NSW could benefit the ACT, and the
facility could further promote coordination between the ACT and NSW aerial capabilities.

After the 2003 Canberra fires the Mcleod review, A Notion Charred: lnquiry lnto the Recent
Australian Bushfires, was conducted and produced a number of recommendations for the
ACT's emergency services and fire fighting operations. One of the recommendations
referred to aerialwater bombing:

Aerial bombing should remain o capobitity used in the ACT during bushfires,
with porticular emphasis on using the aircraft for woter bombing os an
immediate response-ds soon as fires are detected. This shoutd be backed up
by the use of ground crews.

On a day to day basis aerial fire fighting assets are not required and indeed provide limited
benefits. By their very nature, fire fighting services can provide very high benefits during
infrequent events, so assessing 'average annual benefits' will depend on the frequency
(probability) and severity of future fire events. However, the immediate response oi th"r"
aircraft, particularly during potentially catastrophic conditions and bad fire seasons, can
provide a significant benefit to the community and ground crews by containing fires and
assisting in controlling established fires. The Williamsdale Airfield could assist in fighting
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fires by providing a facility closer to the south of Canberra for fire fighting aircraft to use if
required, potentially reducing the response times for fires in the surrounding area.

The economic benefit the airfield would generate for the community by providing these

additional fire fighting facilities is difficult to determine, however the Western Australian

Government submission to the 2003 Mcleod bushfire review estilnated a significant

benefit from using fixed wing aircraft.

For the 2A02-03 sedson additionol aircrafi were required and tuto additional

Dromader fixed wing oircraft ond two helitankers were deployed. lt.was said

that the fixed wing oircraft 'proved yet again to be of maior benefit in

supporting Qround forces in containing small fires.'These oircraft were

porticularly effective in restricting initioting wildfires within forest fuels and

heathlond fuels'. The helitonkers were used extensively for asset proteciion in

the urbon bushlond interface around Perth. The Deportment estimated that
this deployment of fixed wing aircroft and helitankers, which cost in the order

ol 51.5 million, resulted in sovings of $qo million in assets ond suppression

costs.

Given the benefit to the community is partly dependent on the speed at which aircraft are

able to respond to fires, additional airfield facilities for use and storage of fire fighting

aircraft located around the ACT would help ensure fire fighting crews have the ability to act

quickly in regions in south Canberra and areas over the border in New South Wales.

An airfield located at Williamsdale could potentially be used as an 'on demand' base for

aerialfire fighting, with a grass runway sufficient for most of fire fighting fixed wing aircraft.

The airfield also provides an alternative runway for fire fighting aircraft should CIA or other

GA airfields in Cooma and Goulburn not be available for any reason, such as smoke at those

other locations causing poor visibility.

Over time as facilities are improved at the airfield the site could establish a comrnitment

from the rurat fire seruices to base aerial fire fighting at Williamsdale. This would require

appropriate facilities for fire fighting aircraft to use the site including a facility to mix

retardant, fuel and general aviation facilities. The rural fire service currently has fixed wing

aircraft at the ClA, aircraft on call for emergencies and two helicopters located at newly

built facilities in Hume.

As well as protecting assets (such as avoiding houses and powerlines from being destroyed)

there may be, in rare catastrophic fire events, the ability for an improved aerial capability to

save lives. lt is difficult to speculate about the extent to which an additional airfield at

Williamsdale could reduce future fire-related fatalities, but this additional capability at

Williamsdale is likely to result in a non-zero (though small) probability of reducing future

fire-related fatalities, and a higher probability of rbducing future fire-related damage to

assets. A dollar value reflecting this benefit has not been included in the cost-benefit

analysis, but is noted as potential upside, due to the increased aerial fire-fighting flexibility

provided by an additional airfield in the ACT.
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Airfield registration

The Williamsdale Airfield would need to be registered with the Civi! Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA) and be required to meet Manual of Standard (MOS) part 139. MOS part
139 standards were designed to ensure aerodrome facilities provide and maintain
environments that are safe for aircraft operations. The standards set out the regulatory
regime for aerodromes used by aeroplanes conducting air transport, and would require the
aerodrome to be audited on occasions.

The previous assessment conducted by Airport Technical Services found tha! after
discussions with CASA, the proposed 1OOO metre runway woutd be suitable for the range of
aircraft that would be expectdd to use the facility.

Recent and future devetopments 1

The airfield needs to consider any recent and future developments, particularly as it is
located close to the ACr/ New South Wales border, and the potential for aerial fire fighting
to be based at the airfield. Given the proximity of the proposed airfield site to the New
South Wales border, any future developments within New South Wales in close proximity
to the airfield need to be assessed in order to determine whether they encroach on the
obstacle limitation surface (OLS), and to limit any issues with noise over residentiat
developments. The OLS was analysed in the previous assessment of the Williamsdale site in
2004, however any new proposals and developments since then would need to be
considered.

^\
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4 Williamsdale Airfield survey
Deloitte Access Economics distributed a survey to local and interstate pilots to help
determine the potential demand for a dedicated GA airfield located at Williamsdale, and to
inform various parameters in tfre modelling. The survey was sent to Canberra and local

aiea VH registered pilots, as obtained from the CASA registry listings, and forwarded
through RA-Aus to its members and through CRAA.

The survey focussed on the potential usage of the airfield frorn local and interstate pilots,

the demand for hangars and grass parking and other facilities that would be required at the
airfield to encourage patronage.

Given that not all aircraft owners responded to the survey and the potential for various
pilots to have been missed in the survey mail out, the responses are a useful guide as to the
lower bound of demand from the recreational GA community.

A copy of the survey is attached in Appendix B.

4.1 Survey results

4.L.1, Pilot qualification

Surveys were distributed to 116 VH registered aircraft owners, around 80 CRAA rnembers

and around 100 RA-Aus members in the ACT region. The survey was also posted on some
aviation webdites. ln total 175 unique survey responses were received,LAT from the ACT

and local surrounding area and 58 from interstate respondents (see Table 4.1). Response

rates are difficult to determine as some aviators may be members of both CRAA and RA-

, Aus, or have a VH-registered and RA-Aus registered aircraft. That noted, the number of
'\-, responses was encouraging, given the usual level of responses received from mail out

surveys. lndicatively, around half of all potential users of the Williamsdale Airfield
responded.

The responses were predominantly from pilots who have completed a private pilots licence
(PPL) through CASA or who had a VH registered aircraft, accounting for 6L% of responses.

RA-AUS registered pilots accounted for. 33% of responses with six survey responses

received frorn pilots operating gliders.

Table 4.1: Survey response distribution

Certification Local lnterstate Total

VH

RA.AUS

Glider
Not provided

707
57

6
5

44
23

7

0

63

34
.5

5

Total
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4.1.2 Aircraft ownership and usage

Around 7OTo, or 124 respondents, indicated that they either owned or were part of a

syndicate which owned an aircraft (see Table 4.21. The aircraft were rnade up of .72VH
registered aircraft,42 RA-AUS aircraft and 5 gliders.

Table 4.2: Aircraft ownership

Yes No

Ownership.

Part share Not provided Total
Local

lnterstate
66
47

5
t

7
4

29
76

707

68

Total 175

On average, respondents indicated that they flew 57 times per annum for a total of 82
hours. Survey responses show that VH registered aircraft flew an average of seven flights
and 23 more hours per annum compared to RA-AUS aircraft (see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Aircraft usage per annum

LL45LL3

Aircraft registration Flights Hours

VH

RA.AUS

All

59
52

57

Note: figures exclude a survey response which indicated an average of 1000 flights and 500 hours offlight time
perannum. Averagenumberofflightsandflighttimeincludingtheresponsewere63and85respectively.

4.L.3 Potential demand

The primary aim of the survey was to help determine the level of demand for a dedicated
GA airfield in the Canberra region. As such, respondents were asked whether they would
use an airfield located at Williamsdale, if they would store their aircraft at the airfield and
what facilities they would require.

Of the 107 local survey responses received, 69 indicated that they would be interested in
either building a hangar for an aircraft, leasing a T-hangar or grass parking. Table 4.4 below
shows the level of demand for each storage and parking facility idehtified in the survey, the
annual cost and potential revenue associated with each.

Table 4.4: Potential airfield usage and revenue per annum

89
66
82

Grass parking

Large 15m Small l2m
Hangar parking

Large 15m Smal!12m

T-hangar Total

cost s750 s6s0
Demand 1 6
Revenue

51,750 S1,5oo
19 20

Szso S3,s75 S3z,37s s3o,ooo

s2,750
24 69

Sos,ooo Stzz,loo

The demand from survey responses gives potential annual revenue of $133,000 when the
69 aircraft are located at the airfield, which is expected to occur in the third year operation,
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assuming a T-hangar is leased for 52,750 per annum. An increase in the T-hangar leasing

costs to S3,OOO per andum would see revenue increase to around 5132000 assuming

T-hangars for 24 of the 69 aircraft, with the remdinder parked on grass.

The T-hangar concept appears to be particularly popular. A key success factor for the new

airfield will be to construct a T-hangar as part of the first tranche of development. Such a

T-hangar is likely to fill with tenants very quickly, and will give the new airfield some

'traction' by ensuring a targe number of aircraft are based at the new airfield soon after
opening.

The level of dernand identified through the survey needs to be considered alongside the
levelof non-response. The survey responses from local pilots indicated around 64%would
use the airfield to store their aircraft. The base case assumes the level of demand for pilots

who did not respond to the survey is reflective of suruey results, that is, there is no non-

response bias. This is considered further in the sensitivity analysis.

A dedicated airfield in Canberra for recreational GA aircraft may also help to attract a

number of new visitors with various interstate survey responses indicating that they would

use the Williamsdale Airfield. Some respondents noted that they do not currently use the

CIA due to high costs of parking and that the CIA can be difficult to use. ln total, the survey

results indicated an average of six flights to Williamsdale Airfield per annum or around 340

interstate aircraft landings per annum. This could be assumed as a lower bound given

other VH and M-AUS aircraft which did not respond to the survey may also use the
facilities once up and running.

Respondents were also asked to identify potential facilities they would iequire at the
airfietd. Table 4.5 shows a count of the number of responses identifying each type of
facility or service, with most respondents noting more than one facility.

Table 4.5: Potential airfield facilities

Fuel Maintenance Aero club Training Accommodation Otheri

Local

lnterstate

LL

4
29
t2

39
10

15

4

31 L
LL2

Total

Chart 4.1 shows the main facilities and services identified by respondents were

maintenance (29%), training (25%l and an aero club Qa%). The category'othe/ includes

facilities such as general amenities, private hire, rental cars and lighting.

4241
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chart +.t: Potential airfield facilities

I Maintenance
EAccomodation

-\

r Fr.{el,

!Training
EAeroclub
f Other

4.L.4 Other concerns and issues

ln addition to specific survey questions, a number of respondents provided comments on
specific issues relating to the airfield. ln particular, the proposed location at Williamsdale.
was identified by a nui'nber of respondents as a concern due to the surrounding landscape
and turbulence associated with wind conditions.

The area is not considered by some to be suitable for aviation, particularly for the smaller
light powered aircraft, and hence these respondents would not makd use of the airfield.
The primary reasoning is the mountainous terrbin and high winds. That note4 CIA is close
to Mt Ainslie and the whole ACT region is surrounded by mountains, so there are limited
options available. Although there were a number of concerns regarding the proposed sitg
two respondents indicated that they would be interested in operating a flight school from
Williamsdale with another interested in conducting sky diving from the airfield if possible.

Deloitte Access Economics has not'conducted a technicat assessment of the proposed
airfield site as it was outside the scope of the pr{ect. Rather, we have relied on a previqus
study conducted by Airport Technical Services in September 2@4, Williamsdale Generol
Aviotion Aifield Proposol - Assessment of operotionol feosihility. The report considered a
1000 metre runway for general aviation aircraft at Williamsdale as suitable for.single
engine, and with some restrictions, light twin engine aircraft.

Some responses indicated that a site to the North-West of the ACT would be a better
location due to safety concerns, the difficulty in getting into Canberra for those coming for
a day trip and the proximity of Goulburn relative to Williamsdale for Canberra's northern

,,\
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suburbs. However, it was noted that there is timited suitable land available for the

construction of an aiifield in the North-West of Canberra.

Deloitte Access Economics has not assessed other potential sites for a GA airfield at it was

out of the scope of the project. However, should a suitable site located more centrally

within the ACT be identified, potentially to the west of Canberra (due to the footprint of CIA

airspace, the only possibilities are probably the Stromlo/Cotter area or Koweri, but these

are both hilly tocations), we would expect a considerable increase in patronage from both

tocat and interstate residents given the potentialfor it to.be located closer to more suburbs,

particularly the northern suburbs, relative to the Williamsdale site and other airfields.

Respondents also highlighted the restrictions on generat aviation and the cost of facilities at

CIA as key reasons wfry ttrey support a dedicated GA airfield ih Canberra. From survey

responses, the average cost of hangar space at CIA is estimated at around $9,500 with grass

parking averaging around $7,700 per aircraft.

For interstate visitors, the lack of public transport at Williarnsdale is a particular concern.

Given the distance to centrat Canberra, it is expected the airfield would require a small

number of courtesy cars or low cost rentals for the ACT to capture the potential benefits

from interstate visitors.

Other comments included the need for an all weather runway, concerns on what level of

security would be available for aircraft parked at the airfield and the need for long term

leases for those constructing private ha nga rs.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 13
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5 Proposed model
Due to legal restrictions over the land acquisition and tenure, the proposed model for the
Williamsdale Airfield is for the ACT Government to provide the initial seed funding that
would be used to acquire the land and establish the first tranche of facilities at the airfield.
Once operational the revenue generated from the airfield would be used to maintain,
administer and improve facilities over time, without needing on-going ACT Government
funding.. Appropriate governance arrangements would be set up to allocate responsibility
for the administration and operational side of the aiffield, with the anticipation that once
established there would be limited involvement from the Government

Given the ownership status, the Government would be required to have some involvement
with the airfield during the early years, however, it is envisaged this would be limited to
oversight and reviews on a periodic basis.

Board

Given the limited role of Government once the airfield is constructed, the management of
the airfield would require the establishment of a Board, possibly on an honorary basis,

which would be responsible for day to day management and administration.

The Board could be set up on an honorary basis initially, with possible notional salaries of
around 510,000 per annum for the Chair. Should the positions be honorary on
commencemen! Board member positions could be remunerated for their roles once the
airfield is more established and generating sufficient revenues.

The key responsibilities of the Board would include overseeing alloperational aspects of the
airfield including management of funds, preparaflon of financial accounts and reporting to
the Government as required.

Funding

It is important that the initial funding from the Government be sufficient to provide
facilities that will give the airfield sufficient scale and adequate facilities from
commencement. This will help avoid a situation where the airfield is under-developed and
struggles to build up to a viable critical mass.

Achieving'critical mass'early on.will encourage patronage and give aircraft owners the
confidence that the airfield will be operational over the longer term. This confidence will
then translate into hangar leases, airfield usage. aird ultimately, long-term viability. Without
adequate funding in the early years it'may be difficult to attract pilots and take a long time
to reach a sustainable commercial scale. Furtherimore, the patronage required to ensure
the airfield generates sufficidnt reyenue to operate on a stand alone basis could take years
to build up, in the absence of a first stage build of sufficient scale.

ln particular, the key elementi of 'critical mass'are: a T-hangar, a caretakers cottage, a
refuelling facility and a modest aero club building (which could be part of the T-hangar
building).

Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis
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Responses to the Williamsdale demand survey confirmed this, and indicated some key

facilities at the airfield that would encourage patronagq including an aero club,

maintenance, a T-hangar, training and fuel. An airstrip which is established with these

facilities is likely to generate a higher level of demand from the local aviation community in

the short term and provide a strong basis for growth. Due to the effect of compound

interest in assessing both financial and economic viability, building up demand quickly in

those first few years is essential for generating a viable return on the investment. Without

an adequate tevel of funds and facilities from the outset, pilots may be hesitant to build

their own hangars and the airfield may take a number of years to reach the levels of

demand needed to ensure the airfield can operate without Government support. The

financial and economic rates of return also decline rapidly if patronage is low in the first

feW years.

Facilities such as ready-for-use T-hangars and provisions for an aero club will demonstrate'

that the airfield is a long term operation and would give more confidence for parties to

build private hangars, in turn increasing patronage and revenue.

Figure 5.1 is a nested T-hangar, a shared hangar that accommodates severat aircraft. The

"T" refers to the shape of the aircraft, with the aiqcraft altefnating nose-to-tailto make best

use of the available space. Several aircraft sharing one T-hangar results in considerable

savings on building materials. lt has a modular design, so can be built to accommodate a

large number of aircraft. Note the "1" shaped area in the bottom right corner of the T-

hangar - this 'left ove/ corner could be tised to accommodate the aero club. Similarly, a

flight school or maintenance business could lease the other "l' area in the bottom left

corner,

Figure 5.1: T-hangar

Source: erect-a-tube.com

To enable these to be built during the initial construction, the government could provide a

grant of around SSOO,OOO to construct the T-hdngars which aircraft owners could use

immediately, ensuring cashflow is generated frorn day one. ln addition, grass parking areas

with tie-downs could also be offered which would further add to revenues. Once

established, upgrading facilities and additional hangars would be funded through revenue

generated by the airfield.

Adequately capitalising the air-field upfront will also improve the prospects of it becoming

self-funding more quickly and its ability to generate positive cashflows from the first year of

operation and lessen the risks of it needing ongoing support.

Once the airfield develops a track record of demand and revenue, it may be able to raise

capital by borrowing, to finance future stages of development.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 15
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Governance and day to day operations

Caretaker

ln order to reduce expenses for the airfield, a business modelwhere a live-on-site caretaker
is responsible for various duties could be used. lt is envisaged that part time / semi-retired
volunteers would be sought to live on site rent free, where they could be provided with a

basic two bedroom cottage, maintenance shed and paid a notional salary of $1O,OOO per
annum.

This business model is used at other GA airfields such as Wedderburn, as a low-cost method
of maintaining and operating the facility. The live-on-site caretaker also has obvious
security benefits with a primary role including security runs in the evening around the
airfield, as well as general maintenance such as grass cutting

A caretaker living on site is expected to save.considerable operational expenses for the
airfield, in particular for security expenses. Given Williamsdale is in a fairly rembte and
sparsely populated area, a presence at the airfield during the evening would also give more
confidence to aircraft owners for the safety of their aircraft. lndeed . security at
Williamsdale was a concern raised from some survey respondents.

ln terms of being able to attract a person to perform this job, the consultation feedback
indicated that there should be no problem finding a semi-retired aviation enthusiast willing
to be the caretaker at Williamsdale.

Although the caretaker would be responsible for general maintenance, volunteer labour
could also be used to maintain the airfield. This is potentially more important in the early
years as the airfield establishes itself. Although volunteer work is not expected to be a
significant commitment from members, it provides an option for management help to
reduce costs and maintain the condition of the airfield (possibly with a discount on airfield
fees for thosb airfield users that contribute to the 'annual working bee').

Fees and charges

It would be expected that the airfield would generate income through membership fees
and leasing charges for commercial tenants, T-hangars, private hangar space and grass
parking.

Charges for T-hangars are assumed to be higher than leasing charges for private hangars
given the need to recoup the initial construction costs of T-hangars. That is, construction
costs for private hangars are incurred by individual members and leasing costs for these
hangars would reflect the land use only. The significant investment in private hangars
would also require long term leases to be made available to these members to encourage
their use.

Should a flight school be established at the airfietd, these aircraft may be charged a higher
fee due'to the greater number of flights from these aircraft relative to individual members.
A multiple of the leasing costs may be applied to these tenants. For example, if flight
training aircraft ionduct 200 flights per annum versus an average of 50 for individual

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial:in-confi dence 15
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members, the leasing costs could be twice the standard rate allowing for some 'bulk

discount'. The modelling has assumed alt aircraft are cllarged a standard rate'

Deloitte Access Economics also canvassed landing charges for visiting aircraft, but these are

likely to be infrequent, making it not cost-effective to administer and collect landing

charges. Landing charges are therefore excludedfrom the analysis.

Wedderburn Airfield

The ownership and operational modet proposed for Williamsdale is similarto one which has

been successiully implemented at wedderburn Airport. wedderburn began with a single

grass runway and has since grown considerably in terms of size and quality' lt now includes

i gSO r.tre sealed runway and around 100 aircraft hangars. The'airfield generates

revenue from the lease of hangars, membership fees and fuel sales.

Wedderburn management minimises costs by having an onsite.caretaker who is able to

provide a security presence and various maintenance services such as grass cutting'

Together with sociat workdays ior members, it is a successful model which reduces costs

and management are able to administer and operate the airfield without the assistance of

the Government. ln addition, all improvements to infrastructure are funded through

revenue raised through airport operations.

Volunteering plays a role in maintaining the airfield and ensuring members can use the

facilities while keeping fees as low as possible. Where a Wedderburn member participates

in three out of six sociat work days, they are refunded 5250 of their annual membership

fee. Although volunteering helps to keep costs down, members who do not wish to

volunteersimply pay additional membership fees. Therefore, members are able to reduce

their annual fees by contributing to workdays, where as others simply pay higher fees'

Following a similar model, the Williamsdale Airfield would initially provide basic aviation

services iO the local GA community with the aim of providing higher quality services and

facilities as the airfield is able to generate sufficient demand and funds'
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6 Results
The section below details the results of the cost benefit analysis. The analysis inctudes
estimates for the airfield on a stand alond basis (Scenario 1), as well as the economic
impact for the ACT community (Scenario 2). A full list of assumptions used in the modelling
can be seen in Appendix A.

The cost benefit analysis assumes an initial investment from the ACT Government to
construct a 1000 metre grass runway and associated infrastructure such as fencing,
caretaker cottage, T-hangars, fuel facilities and aero club facilities totalling around $1.95
million. The subsequent administration and operational costs are estimated to be covered
through aircraft and commercial leasing revenue collected by airfield management.

The expected return of the Williamsdale Airfield over the 1.5 years to 2026 is 5.0% on a
stand alone basis, and 1L.9%when economic returns to the ACT are included. Under the
base case, positive cashflows are generated for the airfield in first full year of operation in
2072. On a cashflow basis the airfield breaks even in 2025,four years earlier in 2021when
the returns to the ACTeconomy are taken into account.

The modelling result includes the construction of T-hangars, after the initfal construction
phase, to house ah additional 80 aircraft over the period to 2026, totalling around
$t.Ss million in canstruction costs. The funding required for the T-hangars is asiumed to
be provided through net revenue generated from the airfield.

Both the Williamsdale stand alone and economy wide scenarios are discussed below.
Detailed cashflow for both scenarios are provided in Appendix B.

Scenario 1: Williamsdale Airfield stand alone

The net return for Williamsdale Airfield is estimated at 5.O%,with airport revenues growing
from around 5121,000 in2ot2 to 5545,000 in2026. The revenue is predominantly due to
hangar lease charges from aircraft located at the airfield, accounting for around 60% of
revenue in2012 and growing togo% of revenue in2025 (see Table 6.1).

Other revenue includes rental income from commercial operations such as a maintenance
facility, flight school, margins on fuel sales and annual membership fees of $50 per aircraft.
Revenue from commercial operations reflects the rental value of 500sqm of office and light
industrial rental space.

Table 6.1: Revenue and expense ($,OOO) - Williamsdate Airfield

Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis

2012 zo76 2020 2024
Revenue
Aircraft
Other

Totol revenue

Expenses
Construction &
operational

387
59

446

77 774 205 279
50 52 54 56

727 166 2s9 ji4

335
57

392

198

433 484
60 7074

494 7558

1951 250 237
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20L6 2022 2026

Netrevenue -1951 72

Cumulative -1951 -t879
tL7 I 97 t94

-1668 -L77L -1631 -1283

2s9 327 t37s
-801 -189 t52L

v

Note: 2026 revenue includes terminal value of land and T-ha.ngars

Scenario 1 generates a positive cashflow from 2OL2 and breaks even in 2024. The positive

cashflows achieved from year one are predominantly due to the construction of T-hangars

in the initial development phase which generate annual rental revenue under a capture

rate assumption that 38 aircraft will store their aircraft at Williamsdale in the first year, 19

of which would be stored in the T-hangars.

Expenses in the anatyses include initial construction costs, day to day operational costs and

costs associated with the construction of additional T-hangars, however, other major

maintenance works have not been included in the base case. Should they be required in

the future it is expected that the annual revenue generated by the airfield should be

sufficient to cover these costs, with the possibility of'a negative cashflow during particular

years. The effect of major maintenance is considered further in the sensitivity analysis.

Scenario 2: Economy wide impacts

The economy wide impacts include the additionat economic benefits generated in the ACT

from the Williamsdale Airfield. The net return from Williamsdale including economy wide

affects is estimated at11S%.

lnctuding the community wide benefits, the total economic impact of Williamsdale is

estimated to grow from around 5125,000 in 2ot2to 5543,000 in 2026. Under the economy

wide scenario the proposed airfield generates a positive return from202L.

Table 6.2: Revenue and expense (5,000) - ACf economy

2AL2 20L4 2016 2022 2024

Revenue
Aircraft
Other

Total revenue

Expenses
Construction &

484
L354
18i8

335 387 433
256 287 313

597 '674 
747

77 tt4 205
704 138 180

77s 253 385

279
223
s01

1951 49 49 250 237 198 186 767 183

Net revenue

Cumulative

Note: 2026 revenue includes the terminat value of land and T-hangars

Scenario 2 geneiates a positive cashflow from 2012. This is based on the capture rate

assumption that 38 aircraft will store their aircraft at Williamsdale in the first year.

The higher positive return generated under the economy wide scenario is due to the

increased spend in the region from interstate visitors and consumer surplus estimates.

-1951

-1951

126
-1825

?:04

-1458

135

-1329

265

-874

393

-L44

487

779

580

1885

1655

4t42
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Employment

ln addition to airfield revenue, the Williamsdald Airfield will generate a number of short
and long term employment opportunities.

Uling 2005-05 National lnput-Output tables and an initial construction cost estimate of
S1.9 million, we would expect around 17 full time employment positions to be generated in
the short term, including around 5 direct and L2 indirect positions. ln addition, any
commercial enterprise at the airfield would generate employment on an ongoing basis,
possibly in the order of 10 people working in maintenance and training positions based at
the airfield.

The construction of Williamsdale Airfield will have a number of linkages with the ACT and
interstate economies, thereforg some of the employment generated during the

. construction phase may be lost interstate. Given the size of the ACT, should 60% of the
employment benefits be captured in the ACT, 10 full time positions would be generated
from the construction phase, around 3 direct and 7 indirect.

Key assumptions

The results assume an initial construction cost of St.gs million, which includes a $50O000
grant to the aerodrome for T-hangar construction, and an annual operating cost of around
555,000 per annum. Operationat costs include general maintenance, administration
activities and notional salaries of $15,000. The main cost is insurance, estimated at 52O,0OO
per annum. Salaries increase to 545,000 in2016, when 100 aircraft are assumed to be
using the airfield for storage and parking, to include a full time administrator/caretaker,
increasing operational costs to 595,000 per annum.

The construction of fuel facilities at the airfield would be expected to do slightly better
than break even (based on the experience at Wedderburn). Depending on the size of the
fuel tank required, which would be based on the level of patronage, the cost of a manual
credit card pump is around 550,000. The cost of the facilities could potentially be reduced
should a fuel company cover part or all of the construction costs and subsequently supply
the airfield with fuel. The installation of a fuel pump would require an assessment of the
site to ensure it was suitabJe and met Australian standards, however, it is not expected that
the williamsdale site would pose any significant issues for fuel storage.

Fuel facilities gives the airfield the ability to generate additional revenue through.fuel mark-
ups, but as noted, is expected to be slightly better than break-even. As such, including the
installation cost and subsequent revenue generated from fuel sales does not have a
significant effect on the financial or economic rate of return. The main impact is indirec!
by making the airfield more user-friendly.

The estimated operating costs have been compared against other airfields where financial
information was available (see Table 6.3). The range of operating costs varies from $48,OOO
to 580,000 per annum.' The operating costs vary due to the size of each airfield, the
amount of volunteer labour used and the'quality of services and facilities provided.
However, noting the differences that may exist between each of the airfields, the estimated
annual operating cost of 555,000 per annum for Williamsdate appears consistent with other
smaller airfields.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 20
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Table 5.3: Airfield operating costs

Airfield Operating cost Comments

Williamsdale

Goulburn

West Wyalong

Wedderburn

s55,ooo

SSo,ooo

S48,ooo

s65,ooo

Szo,ooo

1000 metre grass runway

Two runways approximately 2000 metres in length. Costs

include SZo,ooo administration.

1600 metre asphalt and 780 metre gravel runways

950 metre sealed runway.

1500 metre bitumen and 550 grass r

Landing fees for interstate visitors have not been included in the revenue estimates.

During consultations various partles indicated that the administration cost of collecting

landing fees (expected to be about one visitor per day, on average) is often equal to or

greaterthan the total revenue raised. Therefoie, the analysis assumes Williamsdale Airfield

will not charge landing fees for interstate aircraft.

Commercial leasing charges are assumed to be 5113 per sqm per annum for office'space

and S75 per sqm per annum for maintenance facilities. These charges are based on low

end office and industrial lease rates in the ACT. Given the location of Williamsdale and

distance from the main industrial area of the ACI the reported low end rates have been

reduced by 25%.

The capture rate of locally based aircraft parking at Williamsdale is assumed to be around

18% (38 aircraft) of aircraft in the ACT in 2012, increasing to around 64% (249 aircraft) in

2024 based on Survey responses. The effect of the capture rate is analysed further in the

sensitivity analysis.

Chart 5.1: Aircraft capture rate

Shari ofACT
oaiea airciatt
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The aircraft using each of the parking and storage options is based on survey responses.

Those who indicated that they would park their aifcraft at Williamsdale selected the

"dPC
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following type of facility - privaie hangar 55%, T-hangar 35% and grass parking LO%. lt is
assumed that allT-hangars constructed during the initial phase will be utilised in the first
year and that private hangars will be delayed for around two years. Thereforg for the.first
two years of operation the proportion of aircraft stored at the airfield wilt be dominated by
T-hangars (44%) and grass parking (46%), gradually moving to more private hangars being
constructed and matching the results indicated in the survey.

The number of overnight visitors to the ACT is expected at around 8O visitors per annum
with an additional 250 day visitors, based on survey reSults, contributing around $:Z,OOO of
expenditure to the ACT economy annually. The expenditure estimates assume 20% of NSW
visitors and t0O% of other interstate visitors stay over night, and 50% of visitors who do not
stay overnight will travel from the airfield into the ACT during their stay.

ihe analysis assumes one visitor per aircraft and therefore does not include an allowance
for aircraft passengers. Should interstate pilots visiting the ACT travel with a passenger, the
contribution made to the ACTfrom interstate visitors would be higher than that assumed in
the modelling.

Consumer surplus is derived from the reduction in expense of storing aircraft at
Williamsdale relative to various other airfields and the reduced travel time from Canberra
to Williamsdale relative to other.GA airfields.

The difference in storage or parking costs is scaled down forthe quality of facilities at other
airfields, for example other airfields may have sealed runways compared to a grass runway
at Williamsdale. A factor of 50% has been used to scale down for the difference in quality
of facilities.

The benefit generated from reduced travel times is estimated based on the total time saved
for a round trip from Canberra to Williamsdale, relative to other airfields used by Canberra
residents. Total benefits assume a round trip every two weeks, a saving of 60 minutes in
travel times and an hourly saving of around $19 (Austroads Update of RUC unit values 2005
- Cars Private).
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7 Sensitivity analYsis
Sensitivity analysis was conducted on key inputs to determine the variability of net costs

andrevenuesovera15yearperiod. Thisincludesananalysisofthecapturerateofaircraft
in the rbgion, capitat an{ operating costs, ieasing rates and growth id the recreational

aviation r"Aor (see Table 7.1). The analysis shows that the assumed capture rate has the

greatest affect on the IRR followed by capital expenditure and aircraft leasing charges'

Table 7.1: Sensitivity analysis of key inputs

('- Category Williamsdale Airfield
only

Economy wide
impacts

IRR

%

IRR

%

Varianqe
%

Variance
%

Base Case

Capture rate - No surveY bias

+10% commercial ldase charges

-10% commercial lease

5.00
s.00

5.22
4.78

0.00 17.86

-0.22 11.66

+10% leased area

-10% leased area

5.22
4.78

t2.05
t7.66

0.19
-o.20

0.22
-0.22

+10% operaticinal exPenditure
-10% operational expenditure
+10% capital exPenditure
-LO% expenditure
+LO% aircralt leasing charges

Maior maintenance work 5300,000 i 4.O4

+t% GA and RA-AUS growth rate P.a. 5.53
4.63

7.24 i 12.82 0.95

-0.96 i 11.08 -o.78

4.68
5.33

3.4L
6.47

-0.32

0.33

11.58
72.L3

-0.28
0.27

-royz" aircraft teasine charges i :.og -1.11 i ro.q9 -1'90

Major m"intenerrce wotk S1SOpOO (ZOt{ i 4.52 -0'48 i tt'47 -0'19

-1.59
1.47

0.53
-o.37

9.92
13.63

72.59

11.33

-1.94
7.77

0.73
-0.53

I

-t%GAand RA-AUS growth rate

The capture rate sensitivity analysis shows the change in the return based on the

prrportion of pilots who did not respond to the survey that choose to use the Williamsdale

Airfield facilities. The no survey bros results assume that the capture rate of 64% of GA

aircraft is reflective of aircraft which were not included in the suruey analysis, and forms

the base case of the analysis. The suruey bias lor 'non-response' bias) scenario assumes

that those who did not respond to the survey are less likely to use the Williamsdale Airfield'

. The sensitivity assumes tliat the proportion of non-responses that will use the airfield is half

those that responded, that is 34% capture rate. Under this scenario the return falls by

around 2.0o/oto2.97%.

Other significant sensitivities include capitat expenditure and aircraft leasing charges. lf
initial construction costs are X.0% higher than expected the return is 3.4L%, a fall of 1.600/o.

Should aircraft leasing charges be LO% less than expected the estimated return would fall

by t.3L%to3.69%.
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The sensitivity of maior maintenance work h3s also been tested. The analysis shows that
should major maintenance work of S3oo,o0o be required in 2019, midway through the
analysis perio4 the net result would fall by around 1.0%.

n, ll
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v

Conclusions
There appears to be sufficient demand in the Canberra region from the general

aviation sector, and potential flight training schools, for an airfield to be established

at Williamsdale. The focus on commercial carriers at the CtA and increased cost

pressures faced by recreational pitots means a facility at Williamsdale would fill a

ni.h" in the region and provide a more simplified and less costly facility.

The Williamsdale Airfield is eXpected to generate a positive return, however, given

the tow commercial return and significant upfront investmen! it is unlikely the

airfietd would be establibhed if left to the private sector. When considering the

potentiat economic impacts across the Territory there is an overall net benefit to the

Asr.

It is important that initial seed funding be sufficient to ensure adequate facilities are

constructed from the outset to encourage patronage and generate a level of dema.nd

to ensure the airfield can quickly reach ihe scale needed to operate on a stand-alone

basis without ongoing government support.

The sensitivity analysis shows that the key par4meters are the capture rate, capital

expenditure and aircraft leasing charges.

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 25
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Appendix A: Assumptions
Table A.1 below details the assumptions adopted for the cost benefit analysis of the
propoied Williamsdale Airfield.

Table A.1: Key assumptions

Category Assumption Comments

Average T-hangar cost per S25,8OO Based on quotes received for the slab, materials and

Discount rate

GA growth rate

RA-AUS growth rate

Wlliamsdale capture rate

Spend per night in ACT

Spend per day in ACI

aircraft

Time travel saving per hour

Aircraft parking fees

Grass small
' . Gross Lorge

Hongor small

Hangor lorge

. T-hongar

Annual membership fees

Landing fees

7%

7% GA historical membership

lO% RA-AUS historical membership

54% Share of local GA and RA-AUS aircraft

5152 TRA National Visitor Survey, excluding airfare and
long distance travel

5170 TRA National Visitor Survey

construction of hangar

S19 Austroads Technical Report-Update ofRUC Unit
values to June 2005 - Private Car

$650 Land rentcharges

SZSO Land rent charges

51,500 Land rentcharges :

51,750 Land rent charges

$2,750 Fullleasingcharges 
1

Sso

Nil Landing fees imposed on other airfields include:

Goulburn - 516

Polo flat - Private Nil, commercial S10

CIA - Daily permit for GA aircraft <2500kgs S22 per
day (1-3 days)

Deloitte Access Economics Commercial-in-confi dence 26
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Table A.2: Gpital and operational cost assumptions

Iv

'v

Gpitalcosts

. Runway lncluding land

Fencing

Bullding

Roodwo*s

Etedrlcat ondfuef

Grant (T-hangars)

Coretoker cottage

Annual operational costs

Ad mi nlstrdtio n so lo rl es

General adminlstmtio n costs

Mointenane ond rePoirc

lnsumnce

Other serulces

51.95 milllon

$87qN0

s31,NO

$61,500

ss5,@0

S23ron

$soo,om

s20o,w
Sel,750 Assuming parttime admlnlstration. lncreases to

597,000 under a fulltime administration position.

$16,500 Assuming part time admlnistration. lncreases to
549,000 under a fulltime adminlstration position.

$u,750

$11,5@

$20,m

54,oN
*S5O000 fuet fadlity corutructlon costs may not be requlred should a fud suppller be prepared to pay for the

lnstallation ln retum for supplylng fuel to the alrfteld on an ongolrg basls

Deloitte Access Economlcs Commercial-ln-confi dence 27
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Williamsdale Airfield Cost Benefit Analysis

Appendix C: Survey

A second Canbera airfield at Williamsdale:
demand survey and viabilitY studY

The ACT Govemment is considering a second airfield forthe ACT atYrlilliamsdale forgeneral
ailation, emergency servlces and recreationhl aviation purposes- The airfield would have

a ikm giass n:nvray, without li,qhtFng, vrith a paved engine run-up area and refielllilg facilitles-

Access Econonrics is conducting a study of the econornic and Fmancial viability of the proposed

alrfield forthe ACT Gorremnrqnt. All survey responses nill be ftepi confidential. Onlysggregated

results villl be reported to the ACT Government-

This survey is being circulated through a number of avlation organisalionq to help reach polenti.al

users of a nelv Canberra airfield. If you receive it more lhan once, please ignore the dupllcates-

To ensure confidentiality. please scan and email compleied form {by 17 Dec 201t}) directly

to: wltliamsdale@accesseconornics.cont.au, or" iax to: (02) 6175 2001'

or, mail to: Access Econonrics, PO Box 6334, Kingston ACT 26M

spece

name and conta.cl detaih (in ease we need to clsrifyany{lring on tfris sunreyformf

,ctn3tr;e:

iJem-iil:

}TLOT QUSLIFICATTOII QUESTIONS

lualifica{on iEsuiag orgsafls$on tPte3se gst ii nrore th3n one)

{orr rneny hours do you fiy. per snnum

rl' rarhan #finhfq 6€r snrom

1IRCRAFTQUESTIONS

)oyou own an aircrft [v.' EJ*o l]'lP',t.t"'*'
f yes, lif a sysdicih/shar*f o*nersft,p, pteise onry r,ll ,i"t the resl of !h91lu|v.ey 9it6! for tt it-aii9-!gsJ4"

iircr3ft tyFe{s}

legistr3tio{ gFets}, (eg, VH. RA'Aua other?)

lircrsft weightIr)

''rhere 
do )au cunenfy keep your siroref,?

f cr.rrrently kept 3t enothcr !irpo ft o? ai rfi etd,

:u;ent fees per annum stihat airport (exctuding Airsen ices)?

rrhri.I6ES that fEr incfude fnrivatalghgred h3r1air. hardstsnd, etc)?

iIRFIELD USAGE QUESTIONS

[hE propqsed services available, and indicatiye co:! at the airf-leld (inctuding GSO are listed belo'r,

lt-.a- i6.{i^,ra uhir}r ccBt .a<t vou would ba inlerEgted in Durchasing atlfililliamsd:le Airfi'eld
! tnaicaline cost] OPtior

I forthiroptioni setectet
iption

qnrurl fRe ,hcJ.rdinE sforag€ of an aircraff on gress (,hcrudes l, fl!!.!!t!14 gf S.gfftr4gi{.+-g.q ..qqf/

-arge srrcrsfi (15m wide gtest pirfting 5itel, Per snntEn i ., .gff,-qj
seEollm:n rimfl ll?m v/ids oriE o.ar*ino sil€L Der Snnum I 

-

hnikl firnaar /inciudes unrliirnited 61s.e of runwayand 65IJ.

-argeh3ngErsite (lsm nide foniagc). perannum

imsE hsnaar3;te {12m uide frootasc). persnnum
s1.?50!

; ;i.tffil
)r, are you in(er€sted in ,enting ipsc€ in s shsred "T' hangar (operst"A tV 

"n 
oto .jrb)? Ll ret LJ M

lit a? (Ed +..ti6'm6 laro dub- maintenancEl:

,r, if not keepiftg an sircf,ift permineflrly it wiffiarnsdEla how ofien 
IP-4.E-Xgl Yl-5i!-P-*J3,-ft-!l-qm3 ,

.r,,-b..^f r;€ir€ i61 qln 
^tr lin.i;m rfar ddn-Amuil fe€ usersl I visits p.a

is, Thank you for compierrirg ilris sunrcy'
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Limitation of our work
General use restriction

This.report is prepared solely for the intemat use of the Department of Land and property
Seruices- This report is not intended to and should no *i LseO or relied ,pon OV 

"nyon"else and ye gccept no duty of care to any other person or entity. The r6port [aJ 6e"n
prepared 

{or the Purpose of analysing the vlability of a dedicated general aviaiion airfietd for
Canbena located at Wliamsdale. You strould not refer to or use 6ur name or the advice for
any other purpo6e.

'*1 i
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cwt loqDate 4lure 2009

To ChiefMnister I I
o ChiefExecutive ,$f
: Deputy Chief Executive, Business ryd Projeits 9 n/a1-,
cc. A/g Executive Director, Strategic Project Facilitation _

From Senior.Manager',StrategioProiectFacilitation

\- Subjeot Williamsdale General Aviation Airfield - proposed study

Purpose

To brief you on the current situation in regard to the proposed Williamsdale General
Aviation facility, and on astudy to assist in evaluating its merit.

'Baclrground

A study of the public interest elemepts of the Williamsdale proposal was to have been
undertaken in miil-2008, to establish the extent to which the Tenitoty woul,fl^ be justified in' facilitating the proposal. Public interest elements include the ability to useJpEfe as a

' forward fire-fighting base for fixed wing aircraft, andthe extent of economic activity that
could be generated by its development

Prior to that study getting ufiderwaS Actew-AGL indicated its intention to develop a gas-

firedpower.stationinthe vicinity of Williamsdale. krformal discussions withthe Civil
. Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) indicated that whilst this is not seen as a major problem,' it will depend to an extbnt on the sizq design and siting o{the plant - none of which have

\./ yet been decided.

A scoping sfudy for the broaderpublic interest study was undertaken, but was inconclusive.

. Recent developme4ts
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The discussions with ActewAGL at officer level were interided to alert ActewAGL to the
possible development of the GA facility, to seek its reaction andpotential forplanning its
developments in a way sympathetio to GA operations and, ideally, to establish whether
there iJ any fcope for cooperative development. It is likely, howeyer, thalitwill be some

. considerable time before ActewAGL is in a position to provide the information required to
evaluate aircraft operational issues.

There has been increasing interest in the GA community in the project, with a group

formedin ear/ry 2009 to see whether it canbe progressed. This group includes JeffBoyd of
Brindabella Airlines, Paul Tyrell, CEO'of the Regional Airline Association of Australia,
and Teny Wesley-Smith, former CEO of Pilatus Australia in the ACT, which movcd to
South Australia when it was unable to get a lease extension at Canberra Airport.

Thewayfor:ward

Given the on-going level of interesl in the proposal and the likely length of time before

ActewAGL'splans are sufficiently developedto evaluate'theirimpact onthe Williamsdale
GA srtq it is proposed to comrnission a broader study to look at the overall econornics of
the proposal. This will include evaluating the public iuterest aspects of the proposal.

We have previously sought aviation consultants with applopriate Oxpertise in other areas to
undertake studies. This has proven limiting particularly in regalds to the ability to analyse
and quantiff publio interest considerations. Accordingly, we will seek a consultant with
appropriate economic and marketing skills, who will be required to bring aviation expertise

'on board', if and when required. Terms ofrefetence for the sfudy ate being developed.

Consultation

'ActewAGL

Financial

It is anticipated thatthe study will cost around $30 000.

Media

As there is increasing industry and community interest in this proposal, a media statement

vi'ill be prepared for your consideration when the consultancy is being finalized.

Recommendation

That you note the above information.

Andrew Mlson
Phone: 70274

Jon Stanhope ML11...........'.......................... /. /
NOTED/PLEASE DISCUSS
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Departmentof
Land & Property
Services
7bw1$ l? <^.,b.??:

File Ref:

Gwtfio

tuFfz

Date

To

From

Subject

2010

Senior Facilitation

Access Economics study of Williamsdale airfield proposal

Purpose

To obtain your signature on the attached letter requesting a study proposal from Access
Economics

Background

Access Economics undertook a study on the financial viability of a General Aviation
development at Williamsdale for the newly-formed Canberra Region Aviators Association.
This study is essentially a 'desk top' study, and requires further work to confirm (or
otherwise) the findings. In particular, it requires market studies to confirm forecast demand

and pricing, and evaluation of the public benefit of Government involvement.

Issues

LAPS has a Budget allocation of $50 000 for a financial feasibility study on the
Williamsdale proposal, including market studies. It is not certain that this budget would be

adequate for the scope of work required.

The initial Access Economics study forms a good basis for the ACT study. Access

Economics is well-respected and has a high level of professional competence. Initial
inquiries indicate that Access has expertise in aviation matters which, combined with its
acknowledged expertise in economic analysis indicates that commissioning Access to
undertake the work necessary to evaluate the desk-top study represents the best value for
money.

The Chief Minister was briefed on the findings of the Access Economics study, and agreed

that Access can be approached to do the additional work on a single-select basis. ,

Recommendation

That you sign the attached letter to Access Economics requesting a study proposal outline.

AndreW Wilson

George Tomlins / /
AGREED/NOT AGREED/ PLEASE DISCUSS
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Mr Stephen Brown
Director
Access Economics Pty Ltd
Level 1,9 SydneyAvenue
BARTON ACT 2600

Dear Mr Brown

I am writing to you in relation to the Access Economics report dated 28 July 2010 titled
"The potential for a secondary airfield facility in Canberra", prepared by you for the
Canberra Region Aviators Association (CnnA1.

The Territory proposes to commission its own study on the financialfeasibility of
establishing a General Aviation airfield at Williamsdale. The study whibh you have
undertaken for the CRAA examines some of the elements of our proposed'study and
may provide a suitable basis for extension to meet our needs.

TheACT study will need to include market surveys examining demand and price, and
work to identify the extent of the public interest in such a development. You met with
AndrewWilson, Senior Manager, Department of Land and Property Services, on21
September 2010 to discuss the requirements for extending the study to meet the ACT's
needs. A copy of the study brief is enclosed.

I am therefore asking that you provide a proposal for extending the existing study to meet
the Territory's requirements. The budget for this study is limited to $50 000 and will, of
course, require that the CRAA agrees to the use of its study as the basis for the extended
ACT study

The contact officer for the study is Andrew Wilson, who can be contacted on 6207 0274,
email andv.wilson@act.qov.au.

Yours sincerely

fflp(eTomlins
A/g Chief Executive

'?September 2010

Level 2, Telstra House, 490 Northbourne Ave, Dickson ACT 2602
GPO Box 158, Canberra ACT 2601 | Phone: 132281 | Fax (02) 6207 0123

Web: www.laps.act.gov.au

v
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Economic and Financial Study of Proposed General Aviation
Airfield

The Chief Minister's Department of the Australian Capital Territory is
proposing to commission an economic and financial study on development of
h pioposed GeneralAviation (GA) airfield at Williamsdale in the ACT.

The study will be required to:

o ldentify a basic design for an airfield on the proposed site;
. Establish the (construction) costs of establishing the airfield;
. Evaluate the market for the airfield, including the revenue which can be

anticipated from activities which are likely to occur at the airfield;
o Estimate the likely operating costs of the airfield;
. Indentify the public benefit which will accrue to the Territory from

its use as a fonuard 'on demand' air base for aerial fire-fighting,
and from any other activities which provide a public benefit to the
Territory;

. Undertake a benefiUcost analysis of the proposal; and

. Prepare a business case for the proposal.

The major focus of the study is on the economic and financial aspects of the
proposal. lt is anticipated that a basic design can be readily identified for
costing and market evaluation purposes. There is also a body of information
which will facilitate examination of the market potential for the proposed

airfield.

Some airfield operational expertise will be required to estimate the ongoing
operating costs of an airfield development, and commercial opportunities
which may be associated with an airfield development and the
charging/revenue regimes that are likely to apply to such a development.
However, it is anticipated that economic expertise will be the driver in
establishing the consultancy.

A written proposal for the study will be requested from the proposed
consultant, who will be selected on the basis of demonstrated strengths and
value for money. The study has a budget limit of $50 000'

The proposed study and availability of background information can discussed
in further detail with:

AndrewWilson
Senior Manager
Department of Land and Property Services

Ph: (02)6207 0274

Fax: (02)6207 0123
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Date

To

(\-

From

Subject

Purpose

To brief you on the report prepared by Access Economics on the potential for a General

Aviation airfield at Williamsdale.

Background

The ACThas been examining aproposal for development of a General Aviation (GA)

airfield at Williamsdale since 2004. A study undertaken in that year indicated that the site

was suitable for GA operations, including ab initio flying training-

The ne.edfor a facility to handle GA aircraft, separate from the existing Canberra airport,

has come about due to the increasing regular public transport activity at Canberraurport,
and the commercial building development on the airport. This has led to a marked

reductionin the number of GA aircraft based at Canbera airport, and to the closing of five

of the six flying training organisations. The sixth organisation will close in October.

The next step in evaluating Williamsdale is to undertake a financial feasibility study.

Funding of $SO 000 has been provided in the20l0-Ll Budget for this purpose. That study

will need to undertake a market survey, and cost the development of a representative

airfield at Williamsdale, in order to establish a business case for the proposed development.

Trr Anril nf thic \reer \rnrr rnej rrrith i
.$lTfiffassociation was set up to promote

rne loea or a separare uA racrrlry rn rneAur, with a specific focus on Williamsdale.

The CRAA has now forwarded you a copy of a report prepared by Access Economics on

the financial feasibility of the development of Williamsdale.

Findings of the Access report

Using reasonably conservative estimates, the Access Economics study indicdtes that a

modest initial development would, over its fust ten yegrs, generate an internal rate of retum

of 1.5Yo. which would be too low to generate commercial interest. However, without land

acquisition costs this rises to llYo, stggesting that an appropriate management structure

such as establishing anot-for-profit organisation could be viable, once the land has been

acquired. A detailed analysis of the Access report is at Attachment A.

t\v

\,(,(*
Departmentof
Land & Property
Services
'CowtlLJ +o C^.bctr:

Ref:,

CA37/to

Minister for Land and Properly Services

. chief Execut*" \D >" lAk""n >ffi-'7*o Acting Deputy Chief Executivt , ,

Senior Manager, Strategy and Facilitation Division

Williamsdale GA airfield -Access Economics


